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Abstract THESEUS is a medium size space mission

of the European Space Agency, currently under evalu-

ation for a possible launch in 2032. Its main objectives

are to investigate the early Universe through the obser-

vation of gamma-ray bursts and to study the gravita-

tional waves electromagnetic counterparts and neutrino

events. On the other hand, its instruments, which in-
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clude a wide field of view X-ray (0.3-5 keV) telescope

based on lobster-eye focussing optics and a gamma-ray

spectrometer with imaging capabilities in the 2-150 keV

range, are also ideal for carrying out unprecedented

studies in time domain astrophysics. In addition, the

presence onboard of a 70 cm near infrared telescope
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will allow simultaneous multiwavelegth studies. Here

we present the THESEUS capabilities for studying the

time variability of different classes of sources in parallel

to, and without affecting, the gamma-ray bursts hunt.

Keywords First keyword · Second keyword · More

1 Introduction

THESEUS (Transient High Energy Sky and Early Uni-

verse Surveyor, [1]) is a space mission devoted to the

study of Gamma-ray bursts (GRB) which has been se-

lected by the European Space Agency for an assessment

study in response to the call for a satellite of medium

size class (M5) to be launched in 2032. THESEUS has

been conceived with the two main objectives of a) ex-

ploiting GRBs to investigate the early Universe and b)

providing a great contribution to multi-messenger as-

trophysics with the observation of the electromagnetic

counterparts of gravitational waves (GW) and neutrino

events.

To fulfill these scientific objectives, THESEUS will

carry wide field monitors operating in the X-ray-to-γ-

ray energy range able to discover and accurately lo-

calize GRBs and other transient high-energy sources.

These monitors will be complemented by a near infrared

(NIR) telescope for the characterization of the discov-

ered transients thanks to rapid follow-up observations

after autonomous slews of the satellite.

The wide fields of view, high sensitivity and broad

energy coverage of the X-ray and gamma-ray monitors,

coupled with the high cadence observational strategy

of THESEUS, are also ideal to carry out unprecedented

studies of the variability properties of different classes of

Galactic and extra-Galactic high-energy sources. These

studies will be done in parallel with the main THE-

SEUS scientific objectives without requiring additional

satellite resources. In Section 2 we give a brief descrip-

tion of the instruments on board THESEUS and the

modality in which the satellite will be operated. We

then present in the following Sections the science cases

for different classes of sources, ranging from nearby flar-

ing stars to the most distant AGNs.

2 The THESEUS Mission

The THESEUS satellite will carry two high-energy in-

struments, the Soft X-ray Imager (SXI, 0.3-5 keV, [2])

and the X and Gamma Imager and Spectrometer (XGIS,

2 keV-10 MeV, [3]), and an Infrared Telescope (IRT,

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, USA

0.7-1.8 µm, [4]). The main properties of these instru-

ments, described in more detail below, are summarized

in Table 1. All the instruments will operate simultane-

ously. GRBs and other transient sources occurring in

the large imaging fields of view of the SXI and XGIS

will be detected and localized in real time by the on-

board software. Their coordinates and other relevant

information will be immediately down-linked thanks to

a network of VHF ground stations, and the satellite

will autonomously reorient itself in order to place the

discovered source in the IRT field of view.

THESEUS will be placed in a low equatorial or-

bit (height ∼600 km, inclination < 6◦), to guarantee

a low and stable background, and will operate with

a pointing strategy optimized to maximise the num-

ber of detected GRBs and, at the same time, facilitate

their follow-up with large ground based telescopes (see

Sect. 2.4). To fully exploit the THESEUS capabilities,

in particular those offered by the IRT, small deviations

from the nominal pointing directions (up to a few de-

grees) are foreseen to place interesting targets, selected

through a Guest Observer Program, in the IRT field

of view. THESEUS will have a nominal lifetime of four

years, with possible extensions not limited by onboard

consumables.

2.1 SXI

The SXI is a focussing X-ray telescope composed of two

identical units providing high-sensitivity over a very

large field of view thanks to a micro-pore mirror in

lobster-eye configuration coupled to wide area CMOS

detectors [2]. It will operate in the 0.3-5 keV energy

range providing a uniform sensitivity, of the order of

few milliCrabs in one ks, across the whole field of view

of 31×61 deg2. The source location accuracy will be

<1-2 arcmin.

One of the main advantages of the lobster-eye op-

tics is that they can focus X-ray photons over a very

wide field of view, with uniform efficiency and point

spread function, independent of the off-axis angle of

the source. The SXI point spread function (PSF) has

a characteristic shape consisting of a narrow core pro-

duced by the source photons undergoing two reflections

in the micro pores (50% of the total) and two cross

arms produced by single-reflected photons. The narrow

PSF core has a FWHM of 6 arcmin (at 1 keV) across

the whole field of view. The SXI background is dom-

inated by diffuse X-ray photons of cosmic origin and,

therefore, it depends on the pointing direction, due to

the variations in the soft X-ray component of Galac-

tic origin. A sky-averaged value of 1.23×10−5 cts s−1

arcmin−2 (this includes also the particle component)
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Table 1 Main characteristics of the THESEUS mission.

Mission Profile

Field of regard (visible >50% of the sky

sky region at a given time)

Orbit inclination 5.4 deg, altitude 550-640 km,

period 96.7 min (at 600 km)

Autonomous slews >7◦/min

Mission duration 4 yr (nominal), >2 yr (possible extension)

SXI

Energy range 0.2-5 keV

Field of view 31×61 deg2

Sensitivity (3σ in 1000 s) 2×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (0.2-5 keV)

Location accuracy (99% c.l.) <2 arcmin

XGIS

Energy range 2 keV - 10 MeV (total), 2-150 keV (imaging)

Imaging field of view ∼30×60 deg2 (full sensitivity)

of 2 combined cameras 117×77 deg2 (zero sensitivity)

Sensitivity (5σ in 1000 s) 5×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 (2-30 keV)

2×10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 (30-150 keV)

Location accuracy (90% c.l.) <5 arcmin (for a source at SNR>20)

∼15 arcmin (for SNR=7)

IRT

Wavelength range 700-1800 nm

Field of view 15×15 arcmin2

Sensitivity 20.9 (I), 20.7 (Z), 20.4 (Y), 20.7 (J), 20.8 (H)

(SNR=5 in 150 s)

Location accuracy (99% c.l.) <1 arcsec

has been adopted to compute the sensitivity shown in

Fig. 1. Note that the flux sensitivity depends on the

spectral shape and interstellar absorption of the source.

The curves in Fig. 1 refer to a source with power law

spectrum of photon index Γ=2 and two differerent val-

ues of absorption, NH=5×1020 and NH=1022 cm−2. We

describe in the Appendix how to compute the SXI sen-

sitivity for sources of different spectral shapes.

2.2 XGIS

The XGIS consists of two identical units employing

coded masks and position sensitive detection planes

based on arrays of Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) cou-

pled to CsI crystal scintillator bars [3]. The SDD are

used both for direct photon detection in the lower en-

ergy range (2-30 keV) and as readout of the light sig-

nals recorded in the CsI scintillators, that operate in

the higher energy range (30 keV - 10 MeV). In the fol-

lowing we will refer to the SDD and CsI detectors as

XGIS-X and XGIS-S, respectively. The tungsten coded

mask (1.5 mm thickness) is placed at a distance of 63

cm from the detector and provides imaging capability

up to ∼150 keV over a square field of view of 77×77

deg2 for each XGIS unit [5]. The two XGIS units are

pointed at directions offset by ±20◦ with respect to the

satellite boresight (defined by the IRT pointing direc-

tion). Thus the FoV of the two units partially overlap

to give a total XGIS field of view of 117×77 deg2 (at

zero sensitivity), as shown in Fig. 2.

The XGIS-X and XGIS-S sensitivities are shown in

Fig. 3. Note that this is the sensitivity that can be

achieved in the images, i.e. it is valid up to approxi-

mately ∼150 keV. For higher energies the coded mask,

and the collimating structure that support it, become

progressively transparent. This results in a sensitiv-
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Fig. 1 SXI sensitivity as a function of exposure time for sources with an absorbed power law spectrum with photon index
Γ=2 and NH=5×1020 (solid line) or NH=1022 cm−2 (dashed line). Both curves refer to absorbed source fluxes (0.3-5 keV)
with a 95% probability to exceed a detection threshold of 3σ (see Appendix for details). Approximate regions of the fluxes and
variability time scales expected from different classes of sources are also indicated.

ity to high-energy transient events over a wider field

of view, approaching 2π sr, without imaging and with

only rough localization capabilities. More details on the

XGIS expected performances can be found in [6] and

[7].

2.3 IRT

The IR telescope on board THESEUS (IRT, [4]) has

been designed with the main scope of detecting the

GRB counterparts and measuring their redshift through

multiband photometry and moderate resolution spec-

troscopy. The IRT consists of a 70 cm aperture tele-

scope with an IR camera at its focus, sensitive in the

0.7-1.8 µm range. Five filters (I, Z, Y, J, and H) will

be available to acquire images over a field of view of

15×15 arcmin2, reaching magnitude limits of ∼21 (5σ)

in 150 s exposures. Slitless spectroscopy with resolution

R∼400 over the 0.8-1.6 µm range will be provided on a

separate field of view of 2×2 arcmin2.

Fig. 2 Fields of view of the THESEUS instruments. The red
(left) and green (right) squares indicate the partially coded
FoV (77×77 deg2, solid lines) and fully coded FoV (11×11
deg2, dashed lines) of the two XGIS units. The yellow rect-
angle is the SXI FoV (61×31 deg2). The blue square indi-
cates the pointing direction of the IRT. The contour lines
indicate the effective area at 10 keV provided by the sum of
the two XGIS units, assuming a 50% open fraction for the
coded masks.
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Fig. 3 XGIS imaging sensitivity (5σ c.l., ∆E/E=1) for dif-
ferent exposure times. The curves refer to a single unit and
sources in the fully coded field of view (∼ 10× 10 deg2). One
Crab corresponds to 3× 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 2-30 keV
range and to 1.6 × 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 30-150 keV
range.

Fig. 4 Right ascension (top panel) and declination (bottom
panel) of the Survey Mode baseline pointing directions for one
year of THESEUS observations. Twice per orbit the satellite
alternates between pointing directions on the blue and red
lines.

2.4 Pointing strategy and Guest Observers Program

THESEUS will spend most of the observing time in Sur-

vey Mode, during which the SXI and XGIS instruments

will be able to detect in real time GRBs and other tran-

sient sources occurring in their fields of view. When a

GRB is detected and localized by the on-board trigger-

ing software of one (or both) of these instruments, the

satellite will autonomously slew to place the source in

the field of view of the IRT. After a sequence of pho-

tometric and spectroscopic IRT observations, driven by

the properties of the candidate NIR counterpart, the

satellite will resume the predefined Survey Mode ob-

serving plan.

Fig. 5 Survey Mode pointing directions for one year of THE-
SEUS observations plotted on a sky map in Galactic coodi-
nates.

Fig. 6 Expected sky exposure for the SXI instrument com-
puted from simulations of a nominal mission duration of 4
yrs. The color scale is in units of days.

During the THESEUS Assessment Study phase, sev-

eral possible pointing strategies for the Survey Mode

have been evaluated, in order to demonstrate the fea-

sibility of the main scientific objectives of the mission.

Extensive simulations of the THESEUS operations were

done based on a state-of-the-art modelisation of the

GRB populations and taking into account all the satel-

lite operational and technical constraints.

This resulted in the selection of a baseline strategy

that provides an optimal trade-off between the total

rate of detected GRBs and a distribution of their sky

positions easily accessible to large ground based facil-

ities. In this baseline, in order to minimize the Earth

occultation of the field of view, two exposures are fore-

seen for each orbit of the satellite. They will be pointed

at directions with opposite right ascension values (i.e.

RAi and RAi +12 h) and declination of about +30◦ or

−30◦, depending on the season of the year. The point-

ing directions will gradually change in right ascension,
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covering the whole range during the year, as illustrated

in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 we show the pointing directions in

a sky projection in Galactic coordinates.

Considering the wide fields of view of the SXI and

XGIS instruments, small deviations (less than a few

degrees) from the nominal pointing directions will have

little effect on the rate of detectable GRBs, but they

can be very useful to place interesting sources inside the

IRT field of view. Considering the large sky density of

potentially interesting sources (e.g. AGNs, active stars,

X-ray binaries) it should be always possible to find IRT

targets not too far from the nominal pointing direc-

tions. It is foreseen that such targets can be selected

from proposals submitted by the general astronomical

community in the framework of a Guest Observing pro-

gram. Some examples of interesting science cases are

given in Sect. 14.3, while we refer to the accompanying

paper [] for a more detailed discussion.

This observing strategy will result in a non-uniform

sky coverage (Fig. 6). Sources in regions close to the

pointing directions will be observed with a high ca-

dence,∼15 times per day, for periods of visibility lasting

from a few weeks to a few months, depending on their

position.

Most of the Survey Mode pointings will have a du-

ration of about 2.3 ks. The satellite pointings resulting

from GRB triggers will typically have a longer dura-

tion and a more uniform sky distribution in the sky. In

many of the simulations reported in the following sec-

tions we will use as a reference exposure times of ∼2 ks

(corresponding to the single individual pointings).

3 Stars

Stellar flares will undoubtedly constitute the most nu-

merous class of transient events discovered by the SXI,

due to its wide field of view and great sensitivity in

the soft X-ray range. Therefore, contrary to the case of

previous GRB missions which operated at higher en-

ergies, for THESEUS there is the need to recognize

these events on-board in order to distinguish them from

GRBs. For this reason, a catalog containing the sky co-

ordinates of known and candidate flaring stars will be

used by the on-board software to avoid too many un-

desired automatic satellite slews.

However, after such triggers, both the SXI and XGIS

will continue to operate normally, thus acquiring use-

ful data on the observed flares. These will provide an

unprecedentedly large database for the statistical char-

acterization of flares from all the classes of active stars.

Most studies of this kind carried out up to now at X-ray

energies were based on relatively small samples and/or

concentrated on specific observations of stellar clusters

and star forming regions. THESEUS will instead per-

mit a thorough statistical characterization of the X-ray

flare properties, and, in particular, of their rate of oc-

currence as a function of stellar type and age, based on

a large and unbiased sample. Note that the level of X-

ray flaring activity has important implications for the

habitability zone of exoplanets [8].

As discussed below, stars also emit “super-flares”,

which are characterized by larger luminosities and longer

durations than those of normal flares. The study of

these more rare events with THESEUS is obviously of

extreme interest. For this reason, the on-board software

will be able to distinguish them from “normal” flares,

thus enabling autonomous satellite slews to place the

star in the IRT field of view, and rapid alert broadcast-

ing to permit their follow-up by ground-based observa-

tories.

3.1 Stellar flares and super-flares

Stellar flares form in a similar way as those in the Sun.

They occur in close proximity of active regions, which

are confined areas with magnetic fields of 1-2 kG. Mag-

netic loops from these regions extend far away from

the chromosphere into the stellar corona, where mag-

netic reconnection events occur [9,10]. These events are

accompanied by a sudden release of energy across the

electromagnetic spectrum, from radio (gyrosynchroton

process) to γ-rays (with X-rays originating at the base

of the loop), passing through the optical/IR.

Young stars and stars in close binary systems rotate

much more rapidly than the Sun, and, as a consequence,

their magnetic fields are stronger. This translates into

a greater coverage of starspots and/or active regions,

stronger chromospheric and coronal emission, and more

frequent and powerful flares [11,12].

The largest solar flares have radiated (total inte-

grated) energies exceeding 1032 erg, with maximum coro-

nal temperatures of a few 106 K (MK hereafter) [13].

Large stellar flares can be 106 times more energetic than

in the Sun, with coronal temperatures around 100 MK

and energy releases up to 1038 erg [14,15]. A flare in

2008 of the nearby 30-300 Myr-old M dwarf flare star

EV Lac had a lower limit on energetic release of 6×1034

erg [16]. X-ray flares energies were found up to 2×1035

erg in very young low mass stars [17] and up to 1038

erg in active binary systems [18]. A very large flare, de-

tected up to 100 keV and with released energy of about

1037 erg, was also observed with BeppoSAX from the

eclipsing binary star Algol [19]. The interpretation of

these flaring events assumes that they involve the same

physical processes at work in the Sun, as confirmed by
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multi-wavelength observations of plasma heating and

particle acceleration in stellar flares [10].

An X-ray survey with the Monitor of All sky X-ray

Image (MAXI) instrument showed that the number of

stars emitting extremely large flares is very limited: in

two years of data only ten out of the 256 active binaries

within 100 pc were detected, with four of them showing

multiple flares [20]. No flares were detected from solar-

type stars, despite the fact that fifteen G-type main-

sequence stars lie within 10 pc. This implies that the

frequency of the hard X-ray super-flares from solar-type

stars which have LX > 1030 erg s−1 is very small.

Events of this type (long and highly energetic) in

late spectral types (K-M) stars have been seen to oc-

cur in a dozen stars. A total number of 23 giant flares

from 13 active stars (eight RS CVn systems, one Al-

gol system, three dMe stars and a young stellar object)

were detected during the first two years of the all-sky

X-ray monitoring with MAXI [20]. This number can

be significantly increased by THESEUS thanks to its

continuous surveying capabilities in soft and hard X-

rays. It is expected that hard X-ray events like the one

that happened in DG CVn (see below) are very rare,

but when they happen they give enormous insights onto

the physics of the formation of stellar flares.

DG CVn is a very young and nearby (18 pc) low-

mass M-dwarf, and also one of the brightest nearby stel-

lar radio emitters [21]. It is in a binary system consisting

of two M dwarfs, one of wich rotates very rapidly, with

a period of 8 hr [22]. An exceptional event occurred on

23rd April 2014, when one of the two stars flared to a

level bright enough (∼ 3.4 × 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 in the

15-100 keV band) to trigger the Swift Burst Alert Tele-

scope (BAT) [23]. Two minutes later, after Swift had

slewed to point in the direction of this source, the Swift

X-ray Telescope and the Ultraviolet Optical Telescope

started to observe this flare. These observations, sup-

ported by ground-based optical and radio campaigns,

continued (intermittently) for about 20 days and pro-

vided a unique case history of such a rare event. Its

decay lasted more than two weeks in soft X-rays, and it

included a number of smaller superimposed secondary

flares. Other studies reported additional data indicat-

ing radio and optical bursts from this system during

this time period [24,25,26].

The most powerful solar flares had energies of about

1032 erg. Up-scaling of solar flares models would require

enormous starspots (up to 48◦ across) to match stellar

super-flares, thus much bigger than any sunspots seen

in the last four centuries of solar observations. A possi-

ble explanation to produce super-flares in Sun-like stars

is that they host a dynamo much stronger than that of

the Sun [27]. Recent studies using data from the Kepler

satellite, point out to both the few instances and the

possibility of solar-type stars undergoing super-flares

with luminosity as high as 1035−37 erg s−1 under cer-

tain conditions [28,29,30].

This indicates the potential of such events as power-

ful releases of energy. Planets around these stars would

be exposed to enourmous releases of energy that may be

harmful to any presence of life. Multi-wavelength and

high-cadence observations of super-flares are necessary

to understand their influence in the evolution of exo-

planet atmospheres. So far only a handful of M-dwarf

superflares have been recorded with multi-wavelength

high-cadence observations. Recently, the sample of M-

dwarf stars emitting super-flares has been doubled (to

a total of 44, out of a sample of 300 flaring stars) using

optical data from the TESS satellite [31], confirming the

trend (already observed in X-rays [18]) that the num-

ber of super-flares decreases with luminosity/maximum

temperature. It was found that 43%, 23% and 5% of

the flares emit at temperatures above 14 000 K, 20 000

K and 30 000 K, respectively. The largest and hottest

flares briefly reach 42 000 K. Note that all these mea-

surements have been made in the optical [31], so typi-

cally cooler (by ×103) than the corresponding coronal

temperatures measured in X-rays. It is found that exo-

planets orbiting young (≤ 200 Myr) M-type stars typi-

cally receive X-ray and UV fluxes 100–1000 times larger

than those from Proxima Centauri.

G-type main-sequence and Sun-like stars are also

believed to experience super-flares, though much less

powerful than in the case of K and M dwarfs [32]. The

effect of star spots can be very disturbing in deriving

the real luminosity of such energetic events. A recent

study has found 2341 and 26 super-flares from 265 and

15 solar-type and Sun-like stars, respectively [33]. This

was based on Kepler and GAIA data, removing the ro-

tational variations due to star-spots in the light curves

(plus other effects). This study confirmed that both the

peak energy and frequency of the super-flares decrease

as the rotational period of the stars increase (as already

suggested for K-M dwarf stars). The maximum energy

realeased in these events is of 4×1034 erg in Sun-like

stars, and events as energetic as (7 − 10)×1033 erg oc-

cur once every 3000-6000 years [33].

With THESEUS, we will be able to catch flares with

luminosities &1032 erg s−1 that can be detected up to

200 pc. In this volume we estimate a number of .10 000

stars of G-K-M spectral type (see Chap. 2 from [34]).

In two years of MAXI mission only ten out of the 256

active binaries within 100 pc have been detected. This

means 0.02 super-flaring stars detected per year and per

hundred parsec. Doubling the length of the survey (4 yr

of nominal THESEUS mission), the distance to which
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super-flares can be detected, and the whole sample of

G-K-M spectral type stars as input, gives that up to

∼3000 flaring stars could be detected1. If we consider

that only the sample of known and most nearby K-M

stars are capable to produce such powerful super-flares

as detected with previous X-ray missions, this gives a

number of 300 stars. If only one tenth of these flaring

stars might produce super-flares [31] then the estimated

upper limit of detected super-flares during THESEUS

nominal life is of .30.

3.2 The Fe Kα line in super-flares

Modelling Fe K lines produced by fluorescence during

flares we can infer the properties of the illuminating

source, i.e. the flare-loop (see, e.g., [16] for EV Lac).

EV Lac is a nearby (d = 5.06 pc) low mass (≈0.35 M�
[35]) late spectral-type (M3) star that has been ob-

served to emit super-flares in X- and γ-rays with the

Swift and Konus satellites. During its largest observed

flare in 2008, its 0.3-100 keV peak flux reached a value

of ≈5×10−8 erg cm−2 s−1. This provided a unique occa-

sion to detect, observe and study the evolution of the

Fe K lines. The Fe Kα emission feature showed variabil-

ity on time-scales of ∼200 s, difficult to explain using

only the fluorescence hypothesis [16]. A proposed alter-

native scenario is that this emission was produced by

collisional ionization from accelerated particles. It was

found that the spectrum of accelerated particles can

explain the Fe Kα flux as well as the absence of non-

thermal emission in the 20–50 keV range. The observa-

tion of similar events with THESEUS can give valuable

insights into the fluorescence vs. collisional hypothesis

for the origin of the observed Fe Kα line.

For young stars, the possible presence of a disk com-

plicates the geometry, with reflection off the surround-

ing disk likely being a dominant contributor [36]. The

detection of Fe Kα line emission in the X-ray spectra of

normal stars without discs, such as EV Lac [37], gives

an independent constraint on the height of flaring coro-

nal loops. These results can be compared with results

from purely theoretical flare hydrodynamic calculations

and provide crucial inputs to the models.

The Fe line in EV Lac is the only one observed so

far in a main-sequence star (apart from the Sun). Ob-

servation of super-flares with THESEUS will lead to Fe

line detections in many more cases. The simulation of a

1 This is an upper limit, given the sky coverage and time
constraints of THESEUS that would limit its capacity to de-
tect all the flares. Also, in this calculation it has been assumed
that a normal G-K-M star has the same probability to un-
dergo a (detectable) flare as a super-flare for an active binary
system.

Fig. 7 Simulated residuals of a 2 ks XGIS-X spectrum show-
ing Fe lines from the 280 MK optically thin thermal emis-
sion model fit to the Swift DG CVn super-flare [26] when
fitted with a non-thermal bremsstrahlung model which fits
the Swift data equally well. THESEUS is easily able to dis-
tinguish these models, constraining the plasma evolution on
short timescales. The normalization of the model was chosen
so that the fluxes in the 0.3-10 keV and 14-100 keV energy
ranges are ∼4×10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 (i.e. similar to the fluxes
of the first super-flare of DG CVn during 2014).

super-flare similar to that of DG CVn shows that THE-

SEUS will be able to significantly detect these fluores-

cent emission lines in a single 2 ks pointing (see Fig. 7),

thus allowing to study the line flux variability at high

time resolution. Constraints on the hard X-ray flux level

will be provided as well.

3.3 The Neupert effect and the timing of stellar flares

The Neupert effect [38] is a time delay between different

energy ranges observed in flares from the Sun, as well

as in just a few radio and X-ray stellar flares, e.g. from

UV Ceti and Proxima Centauri [39,40,41].

It was found that the X-ray light curve approxi-

mately follows the time integral of the V-band emission

(or of the radio emission in the case of the Sun). In the

framework of the chromospheric evaporation scenario

[38], this is explained by the fact that the high-energy

electrons travel along magnetic fields, where the high-

pitch angle population emits prompt gyrosynchrotron

emission and the low pitch angle population impacts in

the chromosphere to produce prompt radio/V(IR) band

emission. The hot thermal plasma (soft X-rays) evolves

as a consequence of the accumulated energy deposition,

hence the integral relation.

Recently, this relation has been tentatively observed

also in the hard X-ray band in powerful flares from
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Fig. 8 a) Observed light curve of the optical emission of
the initial part of the DG CVn super-flare [25]. b) Simulated
XGIS light curve in the 2-30 keV energy range.

DG CVn detected with Swift/BAT [25]. In the chro-

mospheric evaporation scenario, the soft X-ray emis-

sion is a signature of the thermal emission from the

plasma heated by the impact of the accelerated par-

ticles, that are responsible for the early optical/radio-

emission. Therefore, the detection of hard X-ray emis-

sion following the integral of the impulsive optical emis-

sion is something unexpected. This indicates that, con-

trary to what was previously understood, either the

plasma heats up to E > 15 keV or the particles emit

radiation following a non-thermal kinetic distribution.

The X-ray data of the initial part of the super-flare

were well fitted by a thermal plasma model with tem-

perature TX = 280 MK and peak flux of ∼ 9 × 10−9

erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.01–100 keV range [26]. Based on
these spectral properties and on the Swift/BAT light

curve [25], we simulated the 2-30 keV light curve ex-

pected in the XGIS for a similar event (lower panel of

Fig. 8). The brightness of the flare in the visual band

(top panel of Fig. 8) implies that the IRT will be able to

obtain significant detections with very small integration

times. These simulations indicate that observations of

optical/X-ray delays of the light curves, as well as X-ray

spectroscopy, of similar events with THESEUS are fea-

sible and will provide definite insights into the nature

of these exceptional and rare events.

4 White Dwarf X-ray Binaries

X-ray binaries containing white dwarfs (WD) form a

large and heterogeneous population. They consist of

several classes of sources with different X-ray proper-

ties, depending on the type of companion star, mag-

netization of the WD, and interplay between the main

powering mechanisms, i.e. accretion and thermonuclear

burning (see, [42,43,44], for rewiews).

In Cataclysmic Variables (CVs) the donor star is

generally a Roche-lobe overflowing late-type main se-

quence star, or sometimes a slightly evolved star. CVs

have orbital periods of 1.4-13 hr, with a few exceptions

up to 2-2.5 days, and can be divided into two main

classes: non-magnetic and magnetic. When the mag-

netic field of the WD is weak (B < 0.01 MG) an accre-

tion disk can form and reach all the way down to the

WD. Sub-types of non-magnetic CVs are dwarf novae

(DNs) that show state changes and nova-likes (NLs)

consisting of CVs that are almost always in high state

(except for a few low states). There are several sub-

classes among nonmagnetic CVs and there has been

suggestions on some subclasses to host suspected low

magnetic field WDs. The other class is that of magnetic

CVs (MCVs), comprising about 25% of the CV popu-

lation, and it is in turn divided into two sub-classes

according to the degree of synchronization of the bi-

nary. Polars have B ∼ 20 − 230 MG, which prevents

the formation of a disk and channels the accretion flow

directly onto the magnetic pole(s) of the WD. The mag-

netic and tidal torques cause the WD rotation to syn-

chronize with the binary orbit. The Intermediate Po-

lars (IPs) contain fast asynchronously rotating WDs

(Pspin/Porb ∼0.1) due to their weaker magnetic field,

B ∼5-30 MG. They may be disk-fed, stream-fed, or in

a hybrid mode in the form of stream-fed disk-overflow,

which may be diagnosed by spin, orbital and sideband

periodicities at different wavelengths [45,46].

Other related classes of accreting WD binaries (AWBs)

comprise the so-called AM CVn systems, hosting either

two WDs or a He-star plus a WD, and the Symbiotics,

in which the companions are red giants or Mira stars

and accretion is usually sustained by stellar winds. AM

CVns, being ultra compact systems with Porb between

5 and 65 min, are particularly interesting as sources of

low frequency gravitational waves for the future LISA

mission.

4.1 Magnetic Cataclysmic Variables

MCVs, being the brightest X-ray emitting CVs with lu-

minosities 1030−34 erg s−1 , are widely studied in X-rays

and readily detected in surveys, thus playing a crucial

role in our understanding of the Galactic X-ray binary

populations [47].

In MCVs, the accretion flow close to the WD is

channeled along the magnetic field lines reaching su-

personic velocities and produces a stand-off shock above

the WD surface. The post-shock region is hot (kT∼ 10-

50 keV) and cools via thermal bremsstrahlung, produc-
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ing hard X-rays and cyclotron radiation emerging in the

optical/NIR band. Both emissions are partially ther-

malized by the WD surface and re-emitted in the soft

X-rays (blackbody kT∼ 30-50 eV) and/or EUV/UV.

The relative proportion of the two cooling mechanisms

strongly depends on the field strength and the local

mass accretion rate. Cyclotron radiation dominates for

high field polars and suppresses bremsstrahlung cooling

and high shock temperatures. The post-shock region

has been diagnosed by spectral, temporal and spectro-

polarimetric analysis in the optical, NIR and X-ray

regimes, which have shown complex field topology with

different emission regions of several accretion spots, as

in quadrupole effects [48] and differences between the

primary and secondary pole geometries and emissions

[49,50]. The complex geometry and emission properties

of MCVs makes them ideal laboratories to study the

accretion processes in moderate magnetic field environ-

ments, also helping to understand the role of magnetic

fields in close-binary evolution.

Two aspects of interest for THESEUS observations

are a) variability properties and b) search for reflection

humps in a selected number of bright known systems:

a) High and low states in MCVs consist of luminos-

ity variations up to two orders of magnitude, occurring

on timescales of weeks to several months with the sys-

tems lingering in one or the other state for months or

years. Whether the occurrence of low states is due to

magnetic spots temporarily located at the L1 point or

the donor star underfilling its Roche lobe is still de-

bated [51]. They are poorly explored in X-rays, as in-

stead largely done in the optical band. X-ray monitor-

ing of state changes over the THESEUS lifetime will
be crucial to assess the re-shaping of the accretion ge-

ometry close to the WD surface in response to changes

in the mass transfer rate from the donor star [52]. The

unique long-term coverage of THESEUS will thus al-

low us to trace the time history of the mass accretion

rate and accretion geometry which can only efficiently

diagnosed in the X-ray band.

In addition, and on much shorter timescales, besides

the aforementioned periodic variabilities, the power spec-

tra of IPs also display frequency breaks, that can be

explained by fluctuations propagating in a truncated

optically thick accretion disk [53,54,55]. This model

has been recently applied to study the differences of

spectral and geometrical characteristics of the accre-

tion columns, as well as for the WD mass determina-

tions [56]. THESEUS, with its scanning capability in 4

year time-span, can be used as a tool to combine tim-

ing and spectral analysis to derive constraints on WD

masses in these systems.
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Fig. 9 A simulation of a 25 ks exposure of a MCV with THE-
SEUS. The spectrum was simulated with a multi-temperature
plasma emission model (with Tmax=45 keV) and a Comp-
ton reflection component. An average intrinsic NH of 5×1022

cm−2 is assumed. The count rates are 0.0013 cts s−1 (0.3-
6 keV), 0.66 cts s−1 (2-30 keV) and 0.0033 cts s−1 (30-150
keV). The bottom panel shows the residuals obtained when
the reflection component is not included in the fit.

b) In MCVs, X-ray emission is located close to the

polar regions of the WD surface, which is expected to

reflect a significant fraction of intrinsic X-rays above 10

keV, producing a Compton reflection hump. Improved

hard X-ray sensitivity with the imaging NuSTAR satel-

lite has provided the first robust detection of a Compton

hump in three objects [57]. A reflection hump has been

also detected in a symbiotic system (nonmagnetic, [58]).

Such reflection humps can be detected with the THE-

SEUS XGIS instrument in the bright CVs. To demon-

strate these capabilities, we show in Fig. 9 simulations

based on the spectral model fitted to NY Lup (see [57]),

corresponding to source fluxes of 8.5×10−11 erg cm−2

s−1 (2-30 keV) and (1-2)×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (30-150

keV). We adopted a 25 ks exposure, which is about a

one-day coverage of the THESEUS detectors when they

are on the source. The simulated joint spectra of the

three detectors, using an absorbed multi-temperature

plasma, are fitted with the reflection amplitude set to

0 to show how well the the Compton reflection hump

can be detected.

4.2 Nonmagnetic Cataclysmic Variables and Related

Systems

Keplerian accretion disks around nonmagnetic WD dom-

inate in the UV optical and NIR, while X-rays are emit-

ted from regions within the inner disk closer to the

WD. In the context of standard accretion theory, these
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are believed to be boundary layers and may be opti-

cally thin, producing bremsstrahlung-like emission in

the hard X-rays during low mass accretion rate states,

Ṁacc<10−(9−9.5) M� yr−1, or optically thick, produc-

ing blackbody-like emission when Ṁacc≥10−(9−9.5) M�
yr−1.

The mass transfer rate from the donor is believed

to be constant in the standard accretion disk theory.

However, a consistent picture of the aforementionend

high/low states in both nonmagnetic and MCVs is still

missing [59,60]. In addition, a few systems observed in

low states have revealed flare-like variability in X-rays,

suggesting sporadic mass transfer enhancement events

(e.g., [61]).

Many CVs exhibit dwarf nova (DN) outbursts, last-

ing days to weeks and with a wide range of duty cycles

(months to years), during which the optical brightness

increases by 2-6 magnitudes. These outbursts are ex-

plained by the disk instability model (DIM [62], [63]),

similarly to those of low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs).

The disk is usually in a cool, mostly neutral, inactive

state, accumulating matter transferred from the sec-

ondary until it switches to a hot, mostly ionized, active

state, dumping the accumulated mass onto the WD.

One key question is how, and how quickly, the boundary

layer responds to the variable mass accretion rate: many

DNe (also, in some AWB active states) show an anticor-

relation between optical and X-rays (e.g., SS Cyg [64],

see [44] for a review), while relatively few show direct

correlation (e.g., GW Lib [65]), the diversity in the X-

ray and optical behaviour is not predicted by the stan-

dard accretion or DIM theories. Whether it depends on

the mass accretion rate and WD mass has still to be as-

sessed [66]. The DIM also faces a significant challenge in

explaining the quiescent behaviour of DNe and related

objects. The model depends on the disk accumulating

mass during the inter-outburst period, and as the disk

becomes more massive, the accretion rate onto the cen-

tral object (hence the luminosity) should increase from

the end of one outburst to the beginning of the next.

However, this has never been confirmed (e.g., VW Hyi

[67], SS Cyg [68]) and actually the opposite behavior

has been observed. Most DNe will be easily at reach of

the IRT, and the simultaneous data obtained for these

sources will help in tracing the correlated or anticorre-

lated behaviour between NIR and X-ray emission.

To date, only a small group of CVs have been ob-

served with sufficient cadence and duration in X-rays

to allow a systematic study of DN outbursts, quiescent

variability, and high and low states or active states of

AWBs. Although about a thousand of CVs are known

to date, not all of them are sufficiently bright to al-

low such study. Those at reach of the THESEUS in-

struments are selected by using the second Swift/XRT

source catalogue [69], which contains about 113 CVs at

fluxes above 4 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.3-10 keV

range, of which 47% are magnetic, 27% are DNe, 12%

are nova-likes and 14% of other types. The SXI can de-

tect and study at least half of these objects in a one-day

(25 ks) exposure at a good enough cadence, whereas

XGIS-X can detect these at higher count rates and a

better cadence can be applied when necessary. A one-

day exposure time (even shorter in bright cases), is a

suitably adequate timescale to study DN outbursts or

high and low states of these AWBs, systematically. We

think this may be a lower limit and a larger number

can be studied at lower cadence and new ones may be

detected owing to the survey quality and the transient

nature of AWBs.

Soft X-ray/EUV emission, with temperatures ∼5–

25 eV has been detected only in a handful of DN sys-

tems in outburst, and also in some symbiotics during ac-

tive states. The absence of the soft components in most

systems is not due to absorption, since they have gen-

erally low interstellar extinction [44]. DNe in outburst

show hard X-ray emission, but at a lower fluxes and

temperatures compared to their quiescent hard X-ray

emission (Tmax=6-55 keV). The total X-ray luminos-

ity during the outburst is typically in the range 1029- a

few×1033 erg s−1 and the range holds for quiescence as

well, with the lower level at 1028 erg s−1. At high mass

accretion rates (Ṁacc ≥10−9 M� yr−1), as opposed to

standard steady-state disk model calculations (where

soft X-ray emission is expected from BLs), observations

of nonmagnetic CVs (namely nova-likes) show a hot

optically thin X-ray source with luminosities ≤ a few

×1032 erg s−1. Most AM CVn systems exhibit similar

hard X-ray spectra at relatively lower luminosities and

X-ray temperatures. The symbiotic systems indicate a

brighter range with Lx ≤ several ×1034 erg s−1 in the

hard X-rays.

These departures from the expectations of standard

disk accretion theory can be interpreted in the context

of advective hot flows [44]. In fact, multi-wavelength

observations with moderate or high-resolution spectral

and timing data indicate that the matter flow in the in-

ner regions of the disk differs from that expected in the

standard picture in quiescence (e.g., DNe) and in high

states (e.g., nova-like and DNe), with the presence of

extended regions (vertical and radial) emitting particu-

larly in X-rays (and to some extent in UV). The X-ray

power density spectra of at least 10 DNe in quiescence

show frequency breaks at 1-6 mHz, as a result of trunca-

tion of the optically thick accretion disk (i.e. accretion

flow) at radii ∼(3-10)×109 cm. These break frequencies

are inversely correlated with the X-ray temperatures
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Fig. 10 A 25 ks exposure simulation of a nonmagnetic CV
with 2-30 keV flux of 6×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (see text for
details). The count rates in the three detectors are 0.002 cts
s−1 (0.3-6 keV), 0.074 cts s−1 (2-30 keV) and 0.0005 cts s−1

(30-150 keV).

and a broken power law-like relation exists for X-ray

luminosities [70]. These characteristics can be readily

explained with the existence of advective hot flows in

the X-ray emitting regions that are not removed in the

outbursts. The main characteristics of the power den-

sity spectra of nonmagnetic CVs indicate that, regard-

less of the type of DN (and perhaps high state CVs),

X-ray broad-band noise in quiescence and its evolution

in outburst are similar, which is a result of the proper-

ties of the inner advective hot flow region.

One of the main THESUS contributions for our un-

derstanding of non-magnetic CVs and related systems,
will be to study their spectral-timing characteristics

comparatively, to characterize the hysteresis effect (i.e.,

accretion history) and the spectral variations of these

sources on different timescales. THESEUS will provide

the first complete set of energy spectra together with

power spectra of a large number of AWB. One can study

the structure changes in the disks where the advective

hot flows dominate and determine its timing and noise

properties while studying the energy spectral changes

in the sources through low and high states, together

with unprecedented X-ray light curves, systematically,

over a four year time-span. To demonstrate the spectral

capabilities of THESEUS, we have simulated a stan-

dard nonmagnetic CV spectrum for all detectors (see

Fig. 10). We used a bremsstrahlung with 10 keV tem-

perature with 6-7 keV iron line complex including the

fluorescence line at 6.4 keV, H-like and He-like iron (NH

∼ 1021 cm−2) and simulated a 25 ks exposure. The SXI

has the shortest source visibility window (∼7 days), but

as long as SXI observes the source also XGIS data will

be available. XGIS provides a longer visibility window

with about 900 ks exposure time. We note that the total

number of source photons will be about 2000, which is

suitable for power spectra and broadband noise studies.

4.3 Novae in outburst

Nova outbursts have been recorded for many centuries

due to their optical luminosity, which allows even naked-

eye observations in some cases. Erupting novae are also

among the most luminous X-ray sources and many dis-

coveries have been made in this energy band in recent

years [71,72,73]. The root cause of a nova outburst is

the explosive burning in degenerate matter at the bot-

tom of an accreted envelope on a WD. The importance

of novae studies is twofold. One aspect of the impor-

tance of novae is that they are candidate progenitors

of SNe Ia, especially the so called recurrent novae, that

host massive WDs and whose outbursts are repeated

multiple times over human life timescales of years or

tens of years [74,75]. Given the crucial contribution of

SNe Ia in determining distances and cosmological pa-

rameters, the best possible understanding of these in-

teracting WD binaries is required.

The other important issue is the contribution of No-

vae to the Galactic nucleosynthesis [76]. Long ago No-

vae have been predicted as producers of light elements

as Beryllium and Lithium (e.g. [77]), however only very

recently observational evidence has been accumulated

in this direction [78,79,80], although this topic is still

a matter of lively debates (e.g. [81]).

Novae emit X-rays for three reasons. Some time af-

ter optical maximum, the burning-heated photosphere

of the WD shrinks back to almost the pre-outburst ra-

dius, and becomes a very bright super-soft X-ray source

(e.g. [82,83,72]) for periods lasting from few days to

20 years (see also the models’ predictions [84,85]). The

ejecta of novae are also feature-rich emitters of high

energy radiation, with shocks causing hard X-ray and,

surprisingly, even GeV emission [86]. A third mecha-

nism has not been observationally explored yet, but it

is predicted by the theoretical models: in the first few

hours after the explosion, an extremely luminous soft

X-ray source should be detectable, but it is short-lived

and can only be revealed by sensitive, wide-field sur-

vey instruments. This is called the “fireball phase” and

allows monitoring of the shock breakout [87,88].

Despite all the recent progress, there is much about

nova physics that will remain unknown up to the THE-

SEUS era. The ultimate goal and promise of THESEUS

is actually the discovery of the fireball phase in a num-

ber of novae. So far, there has been only one claim of

detection of this phase, for a peculiar nova in a high
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Fig. 11 Predicted SXI count rates from the as-yet undiscov-
ered classical nova shock breakout derived from the model
of Kato et al. [91]. The upper and lower sets of curves cor-
respond to distances of 1 and 10 kpc, the typical Galactic
range. The colours refer to differing absorbing column den-
sities, corresponding to 25%, median and 75% of the cumu-
lative distribution of Galactic HI values. The SXI detection
limit for the standard unbroken observation length in the dy-
namic pointing scheme is shown. The peak temperature of
the shock breakout is a measure of the mass of the WD, the
range displayed covers the mass range of 1.3− 0.6 M�

.

mass system [89], but this X-ray source was hotter and

more luminous than the theoretical predictions, so its

real nature is still a matter of debate. Otherwise, Swift

and MAXI obtained only upper limits on the luminos-

ity and blackbody temperature of the fireball [88,90].

THESEUS, with the wide field of view of the SXI is the

ideal instrument to characterise for the first time this

pre-optical-maximum state during the shock breakout

at up to a few times 1038 erg s−1. Figure 11 illustrates

the typical range of SXI count rates expected from the

fireball phase as a function of peak shock breakout tem-

perature, column density and distance, showing it is

readily detectable.

THESEUS will also detect the luminous and hot su-

persoft phase in novae with effective temperature above

≈ 400,000 K at the (0.005-1) times the Eddington lu-

minosity (a few times 1038 erg s−1), and trace the evo-

lution of the soft X-ray components of novae during

the outburst stage [92,82,93]. With these parameters,

THESEUS will also detect the most massive WD in no-

vae, those that are close to the Chandrasekhar mass [84,

85], so these serendipitous observations will really con-

strain the statistics of viable type Ia SNe candidates. In

order to show the capabilities of THESEUS SXI on fol-

lowing the evolution of the soft component (blackbody

emission) of novae during the outburst stage, we simu-

lated two blackbody spectra using 2.3 ks exposure (see
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Fig. 12 A simulation of soft X-ray component spectrum of a
nova for the SXI instrument using a 60 eV blackbody model
with NH=2×1021 cm−2. The black curve assumes a 60 eV
blackbody emission with Eddington luminosity at d=1 kpc,
giving 21.1 cts s−1 in the SXI, whereas the red curve is the
same blackbody emission for d=10 kpc simulated for the con-
stant bolometric luminosity phase (2.5 ks, predicted rate 0.22
cts s−1). The green curve represents a 0.005LEdd of a 35 eV
cooling WD after X-ray turn-off with an exposure of 150ks
and d=1 kpc.

Fig. 12), at the Eddington luminosity with 720,000 K

effective temperature. The brighter spectrum is at 1 kpc

(black) and the dimmer one (red) is at 10 kpc source

distance. The green spectrum (at the bottom) is a cool-

ing WD at about 400,000 K effective temperature with

0.005LEdd that could be detected after the X-ray turn-

off, once the constant bolometric luminosity evolution

ends. We note that for the cooling WDs, the entire 150

ks (about a week) duration of scan data need to be used

to achieve this spectrum. Such a low cadence after the

X-ray turn-off is still suitable for studies.

Last but not least, THESEUS will also constrain the

shock physics via at least two methods. The SXI will

measure the X-ray temperature and luminosity. In com-

bination with the orders of magnitude improvement in

sensitivity of the Cherenkov Telescope Array compared

to the Fermi LAT, the acceleration of the highest en-

ergy particles can be characterised in close-by (within

a few kpc) novae. Also, by combining SKA measure-

ments, the ejecta geometry and energetics can be fur-

ther constrained. In addition, for the few novae detected

at higher energies by the XGIS, the buried shock hy-

pothesis [94] for the origin of the bright optical emission

of novae can be definitively tested.

Figure 13(a) shows the SXI light curve expected for

a typical nova, in this case based on the Swift/XRT

observations of the 2019 outburst from the recurrent

nova V3890 Sgr [95]. In common with other recurrent
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Fig. 13 (a) The top figure shows the predicted SXI count
rates that would have been seen from the recurrent nova
V3890 Sgr, derived from Swift/XRT observations [95]. The
shaded region denotes the 1-σ Poisson error range expected
for an exposure time of 2.3 ks, typical for THESEUS visits.
(b) The bottom figure shows the predicted SXI spectrum on
day 20 of the outburst, as simulated for an exposure of 20 ks
(i.e. multiple visits combined) to reveal the hard component.
The supersoft source emission dominates the SXI count rate,
with the shocked ejecta contributing only 10% of the emission
on day 20.

novae containing a red giant donor, the SXI emission

comprises the supersoft component from the nuclear

burning WD and a harder component from the shocked

ejecta as it interacts with the red giant wind, as illus-

trated by the simulated SXI spectrum in figure 13(b). A

favourably positioned nova would receive multiple SXI

pointings a day, producing unique temporal coverage

of the sometimes highly variable supersoft source stage

seen during some outbursts (e.g. [96] and ref. therein).

For both the supersoft phase and the shocked ejecta

detections, we can make some clear predictions based

on the Swift/XRT, which detects 18% of the novae it

observes at a rate above 0.4 cts s−1. These will be the

novae detected with SXI in 2 ks detection leveI. Given

the current uncertainties on the value of the galactic

nova rate ∼20–100 yr−1 [97,98], we expect to observe

between 4 and 18 objects per year. Therefore, THE-

SEUS observations have the capability to significantly

decrease the uncertainty on the value of the frequency

of occurrence of Galactic Novae and provide the empir-

ical basis to quantify the contribution of Novae to the

Galactic nucleosynthesis. More detections will be due

to the discovery of the expected fireball phase in some

novae.

5 Neutron Star X-ray Binaries

Neutron star X-ray binaries (XRBs) are binary systems

where the bulk of the energy is powered by accretion

of matter supplied by a donor component to a neutron

star (NS). NSs host the strongest magnets ever pro-

duced by nature, and have surface magnetic fields with

strengths spanning from modest ∼ 108 G to truly ex-

treme ∼ 1015 G. A field of this strength is capable to

change the overall structure of the accretion flow up to

distances of thousands of NS radii. A so-called “magne-

tosphere”, where the motion of the accreting matter is

governed by the magnetic field of the star, is therefore

formed around the compact object. The accreting mat-

ter is channeled by the field lines onto two small regions

close to the magnetic poles, which makes the emission

strongly anisotropic, and, since the NS is spinning, gives

rise to the phenomenon of X-ray pulsars (XRPs) [99,

100].

In weakly magnetized objects, when the radius of

the magnetosphere is smaller than that of the NS, the

accretion disk interacts directly with the surface of the

compact object. Therefore, no (or only weak) pulsations

are observed, and the accretion physics is governed in-

stead by processes which are intrinsic to the accretion

disk and its interaction with the star surface (or with

a very compact magnetosphere which extends for just

a few NS radii). On the other hand, the observational

properties of more stongly magnetized NSs are deter-

mined by their magnetic field and by the details of the

(still poorly known) interaction of plasma and radiation

in presence of strong magnetic fields.

Among XRBs, strongly magnetized NSs (B& 1011

G) are typically found in young massive systems, i.e.

high mass X-ray binaries (HMXBs), while weakly mag-

netized NSs (B. 1011 G) are typically hosted in older,

low mass systems and thus referred to as low mass X-ray

binaries (LMXBs). A large fraction of both LMXBs and

HMXBs are transient sources, and thus are interesting

targets for a transient-focused mission like THESEUS.
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5.1 High mass X-ray binaries

Among transient HMXBs, two classes of sources are

of particular interest for THESEUS, i.e. Be X-ray bi-

naries (BeXRB) and Supergiant Fast X-ray Transients

(SFXTs). In both cases, extreme luminosity variations

up to a factor of ∼ 106 are observed [101,102], although

on different timescales.

In BeXRBs, luminous outbursts lasting up to sev-

eral months are observed when the NSs cross the cir-

cumbinary disk around their fast-rotating companions

of Be spectral type, which possess equatorial excretion

disks due to their fast rotation. BeXRBs may reach

luminosities up to ∼ 1038−39 erg s−1 and, when in out-

burst, are often among the brightest sources in the X-

ray sky. Thus, bright BeXRB outbursts attract a strong

interest and often lead to extensive observational cam-

paigns in X-rays and other bands. For less luminous

BeXRBs, high cadence observations are still scarce, and

thus spectral and timing variability on short timescales

largely remains unexplored. Of particular interest in

this context is the possibility to monitor with THE-

SEUS the evolution of the broadband continuum and of

the cyclotron features observed in some bright BeXRBs

during outbursts.

The SFXTs are high-mass binaries, with normal su-

pergiant companions, which exhibit variability with a

large dynamic range on short timescales, up to a fac-

tor of 104 within minutes. It is unclear if SFXTs be-

have differently from persistent HMXBs because of the

properties of their compact objects or because of the

properties of the accreting wind matter (or both). The

origin of their extreme variability is not well understood

and models based on a particularly clumpy nature of

the mass donor wind and/or on the interaction of the

accretion flow with the NS magnetosphere have been

considered (see [101] for a review).

Both source classes are fairly large and include tens

of objects, but their understanding, despite decades of

studies, still presents several unresolved issues. THE-

SEUS can provide crucial contributions regarding the

properties of the population at the lower luminosities,

where the sensitivity of past and current all-sky mon-

itors is insufficient to detect any X-ray emission, and,

in general, to the science questions in which sensitive

broadband high cadence observations are required. Most

such observations, for instance those aimed at study-

ing the evolution of spectral and timing properties of

BeXRBs as a function of their luminosity, currently re-

quire expensive dedicated observational campaigns with

pointed instruments, and thus are not always feasible.

Below we discuss how THESEUS can change that.
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Fig. 14 Simulated periodogram for 10 ks THESEUS/SXI ob-
servation (typical daily exposure) for a representative tran-
sient X-ray pulsar with bolometric flux of 10−9 erg cm−2s−1,
spin period of 4.3 s and pulsed fraction of 20% (excluding
background).

5.1.1 Accretion physics and XRP magnetic fields

The interaction of the accreting matter with the NS

magnetosphere affects its spin evolution and variabil-

ity properties (see, e.g., [103,104]). Continuous obser-

vations of the transient XRPs with THESEUS dur-

ing their visibility seasons, similar to the very success-

ful Fermi/GBM pulsar program [105], will allow us to

study the effects of the plasma ionisation state on the

NS spin-up/down process. In newly discovered, or poorly

studied sources, orbital parameters will be determined

as well. To illustrate the feasibility of such studies, we

simulated source and background lightcurves for a rep-

resentative XRP and performed a search for periodic-

ity ignoring the contribution of background (worse-case

scenario). As illustrated in Fig. 14, the pulsations are

clearly detected within a single observation (10 ks), so

the monitoring of the spin evolution can be used to de-

termine the spin history of a pulsar during an outburst.

For real observations, an accurate modeling of in-orbit

background will allow us to study fainter sources and

objects with lower pulsed fraction, using both SXI and

XGIS data.

The interaction between the accretion flow and the

NS magnetosphere is also reflected by the variability

properties of the source emission. It is now known that,

depending on the plasma ionization state at the mag-

netosphere – accretion disk interface, two very different

kinds of phenomena can be expected at low-mass ac-

cretion rates. In the case of rapidly rotating NSs and

highly ionized plasma, the accretion will be halted by

a centrifugal barrier created where the field lines rotate

faster than the local Keplerian velocity. This is known
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as the “propeller effect” [103], resulting in a sharp drop

of the observed luminosity down to ∼ 1033 erg s−1, pro-

duced by the NS cooling [106]. Instead, in slowly rotat-

ing pulsars the quiescent luminosity right after the out-

burst was found to be about three orders of magnitude

higher, i.e. ∼ 1035 erg s−1, followed by a slow decline.

A model of stable accretion from a cold (nearly neu-

tral) disk, consisting mainly of atomic hydrogen, with

low viscosity and thus low and stable accretion rate,

was proposed to explain these observations [107]. The

existence of two distinct states with different viscosi-

ties is known to drive global instabilities in accretion

disks of CVs and LMXBs, but this has not been stud-

ied in detail in the context of highly magnetized NSs,

due to the lack of suitable instruments. A confirmation

of the whole paradigm of the low-level accretion onto

strongly magnetized NSs requires long-term and sensi-

tive observations of transient XRPs during the fading

parts of their outbursts. The THESEUS unique combi-

nation of large field of view and high sensitivity will al-

low us to follow the oubursts down to fluxes of ∼ 10−11

erg cm−2 s−1 on a daily timescale. This is about one

order of magnitude better than that of current all-sky

monitors, and will allow us to determine the transi-

tional luminosity for all pulsars within 5-7 kpc (where

the vast majority of known HMXBs reside), as a func-

tion of spin period and magnetic field strength. It will

thus be possible to determine the critical spin period

(dividing two end-points of outbursts in transient XRPs

theoretically expected at Pcrit ∼ 10-20 s), to explain the

observed distribution spin periods, to independently es-

timate magnetic field strength in XRPs and, ultimately,

understand their rotational evolution under the influ-

ence of accretion torques.

5.1.2 Cyclotron line studies

The magnetic field of accreting NS can be determined

by several indirect methods based for instance on the

study of their disk-magnetospheric interaction and the

resulting variability properties, or, more directly, through

the observation of so-called cyclotron lines [108]. These

features originate due to resonant scattering of charged

particles with the high-energy photons in the quan-

tized Landau levels. The energy of the fundamental line

corresponds to the separation between equispaced lev-

els. For electrons, it is given by Ecyc=11.6B12 × (1 +

z)−1 keV, where B12 is the magnetic field strength in

units of 1012 G and z is the gravitational redshift. Cy-

clotron features have been observed to date in about 35

sources [109,110], most of which are transients. THE-

SEUS will expand this sample through observations of

cyclotron lines in newly discovered BeXRBs and other
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Fig. 15 Relative error (90% c.l.) on the determination of the
cyclotron line energy as a function of source observed flux (2-
200 keV) for simulated XGIS observations of 70 ks exposure
time. We used a spectrum as observed in HMXB Cen X−3
[111], consisting of exponentially cut-off power law with an
absorption line at Ec=30.7 keV.

bright transients, thus providing better constraints on

the distribution of the magnetic fields in NSs.

We explored the feasibility of this kind of studies

taking Cen X−3 as a representative of an intermediate-

luminosity XRP with moderate field. In Fig. 15 we

show the line energy accuracy that can be achieved as

a function of the source flux for an exposure time of 70

ks. Note that the chosen line energy of Ec=30.7 keV,

which falls between XGIS-X/S energy ranges represents

a worst-case scenario.

Some BeXRBs exhibit a luminosity-dependence of

the cyclotron line energy, which is believed to be as-

sociated with changes of the emission region geometry

[110]. A positive [112], negative [113], or no-correlation

has been observed from a few sources. It was demon-

strated [114] that the analysis of these correlations can

be used to determine whether accretion occurs in sub-

or super-critical regime [115]. Theoretical studies sug-

gest a number of hypotheses, such as variation in the

line-forming region within the accretion column [116,

117,118] or formation of the line by the reflected NS

emission in polar and equatorial regions [119]. Consid-

ering all the current theoretical scenarios, an agreement

on where the lines are generated and in what detail

they depend on the accretion column geometry has not

been reached yet. Such studies require extensive moni-

toring of outbursts, which are not always feasible with

dedicated facilities. On the other hand, the broadband

energy range covered by THESEUS will help to mea-
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sure cyclotron line energy as a function of flux both

for new as well as known BeXRBs. We emphasize that

although THESEUS will not be able to directly com-

pete with dedicated pointed observations with narrow

field X-ray instruments, it will be able to provide al-

most continuous monitoring of the spectral parameters

throughout the outburst, which sometimes leads to un-

expected results [120].

Cyclotron line studies are also relevant to better un-

derstand the nature of SFXTs. Up to now, the NS mag-

netic field is known only in one source of this class,

thanks to the detection of a line at ∼17 keV [121].

THESEUS will permit to uncover cyclotron lines during

very bright SFXT flares (F>10−9 erg cm−2 s−1 , 0.3-6

keV) serendipitously caught during the survey. These

are rather rare events, underlying the importance of

large field of view instruments such as those of THE-

SEUS. In Fig. 16 we show the simulation of a 10 ks

spectrum with an observed flux of 10−9 erg cm−2 s−1

(0.3-6 keV). We assumed a cutoff power law continuum

(photon index of 0.5, cutoff energy at 20 keV, NH=1022

cm−2), modified by a cyclotron line at 17 keV (line

width of 2 keV, depth of 0.5, using the cyclabs model

in xspec, similar to what reported by [121]). The sim-

ulated spectrum has been fitted with the continuum

model and no line, clearly showing negative residuals

around 17 keV. The presence of the cyclotron line is

also evident when different absorbing column densities

are assumed in the spectral simulations, from 1021 to

1023 cm−2 (in the latter case, the observed flux in the

0.3-6 keV energy range reduces to 5.5×10−10 erg cm−2

s−1).

Of particular interest in the context of cyclotron

features are observations of the Galactic pulsating ul-

tra luminous X-ray sources (PULXs), for which a much

better sensitivity for spectral studies can be achieved

compared to extra-Galactic PULXs (see Sect. 8). It

has been claimed that PULXs may have magnetar-like

fields [122,123,124,125]. In this case, also cyclotron fea-

tures due to protons (at an energy a factor 1836 lower

than that of electrons) may be anticipated. The recent

discovery of the first Galactic PULX [126,102], which

reached a peak flux of ∼ 10−8 erg cm−2 s−1 , is very

promising in this respect. For this and similar sources

the SXI and XGIS, operating together in the 0.3 keV–

20 MeV range, can detect electron cyclotron lines corre-

sponding to fields in the ∼ 1011−15 G range and proton

cyclotron lines for fields above ∼ 1014 G. The sensitiv-

ity to the detection of electron cyclotron features shall

be similar to that discussed above for normal XRPs.

In Fig. 17 we present, as an example, the simulation

for a proton cyclotron line corresponding to a 3× 1014

G field. The absorption feature is simulated in terms
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Fig. 16 Simulation of a SFXT spectrum in outburst (expo-
sure time of 10 ks, SXI in black, XGIS-X in red, XGIS-S in
green). The assumed model is an absorbed cutoff power law
continuum modified by a cyclotron line at 17 keV, fitted by
an absorbed cutoff power law with no line.

Theseus simulations: proton cyclotron line, 2ks

B15 = 0.3 
E = (1.45 ± 0.01) keV  
σ = (0.1 ± 0.02) keV 
Depth = 0.14 ± 0.02

B15 = 1 E = (4.85 ± 0.01) keV 
σ = (0.04 ± 0.01) keV 
Depth = 0.007 ± 0.002

E=1.45 keV, σ =0.1 keV, Depth = 0.15
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Fig. 17 THESEUS simulation of a proton cyclotron ab-
sorption line in the continuum spectrum of the transient
PULX Swift J0243.6+6124 for an X-ray luminosity of 1039

erg s−1 using an absorbed black body and cut-off power-law
plus some additional iron lines and its edge, based on the
spectrum of the source during the 2017-2018 strong outburst
[127]. SXI in black, XGIS in red. The simulated proton cy-
clotron line corresponds to a magnetic field of 3× 1014 G. In
the middle panel, the line at ∼ 1.45 keV is clearly identified.
The residuals after a Gaussian absorption line is added are
shown in the bottom panel.

of a Gaussian absorption line for which the depth and

the width of the line are related to each other through

the line central optical depth (assumed to be τ ∼ 0.1)

and other spectral parameters set to values reported by

[127].
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5.1.3 Variability in super-giant fast X-ray transients

Some of the models proposed to explain the SFXT be-

havior are based on gating mechanisms (centrifugal or

magnetic barrier, or quasi-spherical settling accretion

regime) able to halt accretion onto the NS most of the

time. This “gate” can be open or closed depending on

the NS magnetic field and spin period. Given the rar-

ity, shortness and unpredictable nature of SFXTs out-

bursts, the properties of NS in SFXTs are elusive, and

it is unclear if SFXTs behave otherwise from persistent

HMXBs because of the properties of their compact ob-

jects or because of the different properties of the wind

matter accreting onto them (or both).

The SFXT variability is likely associated with the

interaction of the accretion flow with the NS magneto-

sphere, but the details remain largely unclear due to the

observational challenges: the limited sensitivity of cur-

rent all-sky X-ray monitors is insufficient to detect short

low intensity flares and the low duty cycles and un-

predictable outbursts of these objects make dedicated

observation challenging or even unfeasible. THESEUS,

besides expanding the sample of known SFXTs, will

allow us to study in detail their statistical properties

(e.g., duty cycles, duration and intensity distribution

of the flares, and their dependence on orbital phase) at

flux levels unfeasible up to now.

The sky position of known SFXTs will be covered

with total exposure times ranging from ∼1 Ms to more

than 10 Ms (depending on the specific source, in 4 years

of observations), with pointings with a typical duration

of 2.3 ks, every ∼5.8 ks, during the seasonal observing

windows. Since the typical duration of the bright flares
is about 2 ks [128,129], this observing strategy is par-

ticularly well suited to catch SFXT flares. A series of

short flares usually compose an outburst, whose dura-

tion (∼a few days, at most) has been constrained only

for the very few best studied SFXTs, to date. The out-

burst duration is an important timescale: it has been

suggested that it is linked to the properties of the mag-

netized wind clumps out-flowing from the supergiant

donor and accreting onto the NS [130,131,132]. The

search for orbital variability manifested by regular pat-

terns in flaring behavior will also be possible. The or-

bital period is indeed a crucial quantity, unknown for

several SFXTs.

An estimate of the number of SFXT flares which

will be detected by SXI can be made considering the

INTEGRAL results: for an exposure of 2 ks, a flare is

detected at a flux of 2×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 by INTE-

GRAL (18-50 keV; 5σ detection). This high energy flux

translates into an observed (not corrected for the ab-

sorption) flux of 6×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (0.3-6 keV),

assuming a typical SFXT spectrum with a cutoff power

law model with a photon index of 0.5, a cutoff at 15

keV and an absorbing column density of 1022 cm−2.

This represents a 5 σ detection with SXI, as well. This

allows us to calculate a rough number of flares detected

by SXI, assuming similar duty cycles as observed by IN-

TEGRAL in the 18-50 keV range [128,129]. Therefore,

assuming an average duty cycle of 1% for bright flares,

and a total exposure time on known SFXTs of about

50 Ms with SXI, we estimate 5×105 s of exposure time

during flares. This implies approximately 200-250 flares

detected by SXI from the known SFXTs in 4 years of

THESEUS observations.

In case of very bright flares (0.3-6 keV flux > 10−9

erg cm−2 s−1 ) it will also be possible to investigate

spectral and column density evolution through the flare.

If both SXI and XGIS observe it, an exposure time as

short as 1 ks is enough to obtain an uncertainty of 5%

(90% c.l.) on the power law photon index (and cutoff

energy), and ∼30% error (90% c.l.) on the absorbing

column density, possibly revealing variations between

the flare peak and the decay.

5.2 Low mass X-ray binaries

Neutron Stars LMXBs form a diverse group of XRBs,

composed of weakly (with a few exception [133]) mag-

netized NS accreting matter from solar or sub-solar

companion stars in rather compact systems (with or-

bital periods ranging from few tens of minutes to a

few days). They can be divided in persistent and tran-

sient sources, with the former having a higher time-

averaged accretion rate despite the latter often being
brighter for a short period of time. A further subdivi-

sion exists in both classes between Z-sources and atoll

sources, named after the peculiar tracks they draw in X-

ray color-color diagrams [134]. Both classes show spec-

tral and temporal variability over a wide range of time-

scales. Z-sources are found at higher X-ray luminosities

and are characterized by soft spectra, well fit by multi-

color blackbody model from an accretion disk plus a

blackbody, possibly originating from the NS surface

or boundary layer. On the other hand, atoll sources

switch between two main spectral states, likely origi-

nating from different geometries of the accretion flow:

the soft state, where emission is dominated as well by

the contribution from blackbody components and the

hard state, where the disk is likely truncated far from

the NS and spectra are dominated by thermal Comp-

tonization from a hot corona. Systems evolve in cycles

through these spectral states [135], going from hard-

to-soft and then, after a decrease in luminosity, from

soft-to-hard. While an analogous phenomenology is also
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observed in black hole LMXBs, atolls show remark-

able and yet unexplained differences, e.g. they undergo

faster transitions and thus are rarely found in interme-

diate states [136]. THESEUS will be able to monitor

the spectral evolution of almost the entire population of

known persistent LMXBs during these loops, increasing

enormously the amount of available data on the spec-

tral properties of these and on how they rapidly evolve.

The piling up of accreted material onto the sur-

face of NSs (mostly in atoll sources) can trigger ther-

monuclear explosions, during which the luminosity of

these systems might increase by several orders of mag-

nitude. Such transient phenomena are called type-I X-

ray bursts. Their spectral study can be a particularly

useful diagnostics of, e.g., compactness of the NS, na-

ture of the companion star and (being standard can-

dles) the distance of the system (see, e.g., [137] for a

recent review). The high sensitivity of SXI in the range

0.3-5 keV combined with its large FOV make THE-

SEUS particularly fit for the detection and the study

of type-I X-ray bursts, particularly longer events where

time resolved spectroscopy will be possible using THE-

SEUS data alone.

Systems with lower time-averaged mass-accretion

rates are typically transients, i.e. they show episodes of

X-ray activity called outbursts (with LX ∼ 1034 − 1038

erg s−1) while spending most of the time in a quiescent

state (LX ∼ 1031 − 1034 erg s−1). THESEUS will be

able to catch the onset of outbursts from known and

unknown sources, triggering dedicated pointings from

other multi-wavelength observatories. Most transient

NS LMXBs in outburst behave as atolls and switch

between hard and soft spectral states. An exception

is represented by Accreting Millisecond X-ray Pulsars

(AMXPs), NS binaries hosting rapidly spinning X-ray

pulsars, which are very rarely found in soft state dur-

ing their outbursts [138]. In these extremely intrigu-

ing systems the magnetic pressure of the NS magneto-

sphere overcomes the pressure of the accreting mate-

rial, so that the accretion flow is channeled along the

magnetic field lines onto the poles of the star, giving

rise to pulsed X-ray emission. Finally a small num-

ber of transient NS LMXBs, defined as Very Faint X-

ray Transients (VFXTs), have been observed to exhibit

(typically long) outbursts with peak luminosities inter-

mediate between outburst and quiescence [139]. These

sources thus remain faint even in outbursts, so catch-

ing them in this state is extremely challenging and in-

deed the amount of available data on these sources is

rather limited. THESEUS will enable new observations

of VFXTs, possibly shedding new light on their elusive

nature.

5.2.1 Accreting and Transitional Millisecond Pulsars

Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) are fast rotating (. 30 ms),

relatively weakly magnetized (B∼ 108−109 G) NS found

in binary systems with low-mass (M. 1M�) compan-

ion stars. Their low magnetic field, rapid rotation, and

location in old binary systems (with many in globu-

lar clusters), suggest that MSPs are recycled pulsars

that were spun-up during a previous Gyr-long accretion

LMXB phase. They are believed to appear as rotation-

powered radio MSPs (RMSPs) when the accretion is

eventually stopped [140,141,142]. The discovery of the

first accreting millisecond pulsar (AMXP) in outburst,

SAX J1808.4-3658 [143], confirmed the role of mass ac-

cretion in spinning up a NS. To date, about twenty

AMXPs are known (see [138] for a review). These un-

dergo occasional outbursts reaching X-ray luminosities

up to ∼ 1036− 1038 erg s−1, interleaved by long periods

of quiescence (LX ∼ 1031 − 1034 erg s−1) [144]. About

one third of them also displays thermonuclear type-I

bursts, during which quasi-coherent oscillations are of-

ten observed.

The link between X-ray and radio MSPs was demon-

strated by the discovery of a radio MSP binary that

was previously found to possess an accretion disk [145].

However only with the recent discovery of the transient

AMXP, IGR J1824-2453 in the globular cluster M28,

swinging from accretion to rotation-powered states, it

has been possible to confirm the tight link between

LMXBs and RMSPs [146]. Unexpectedly, this system

also displayed an intermediate “sub-luminous” state at

LX ∼ 1033 − 1034 erg s−1. Two other systems in the

Galactic field were also found to undergo transitions

from a disk (LMXB) state, characterised by the same

sub-luminous X-ray level, to a radio MSP (RMSP) state

and vice versa in the past few years, although never

entering into outburst. These MSP binaries, dubbed

“transitional” MSPs belong to the class of MSP red-

backs with non-degenerate companions ablated by the

powerful pulsar wind. They display a variety of modes

(flares, low and high modes), now posing more ques-

tions than answers on the complex interplay between

mass inflow and ejection of matter in the presence of

moderate magnetic fields (see [147] for a review). An

additional unexpected finding is the detection of simul-

taneous X-ray and optical millisecond pulses during the

sub-luminous disk state only in the high mode [148], ex-

acerbating the question on how accretion and magnetic

field rotation power loss compete. As of today there are

a handful of candidate systems behaving in a similar

manner in the sub-luminous X-ray state, though not

yet caught performing a transition.
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It is, therefore, very important to monitor AMXPs

entering into outburst and uncover their evolution in-

cluding reflares, found to occur just after the outburst

decay [149]. The timescale on which the disk instabil-

ity occurs (days-weeks), the spectral changes along the

outburst, and the conditions for jet launching are cru-

cial to understand the physical processes at the mag-

netospheric radius of these fast spinning NSs. In this

respect the IRT instrument will be of great importance

to obtain simultaneous NIR coverage of the outburst

evolution.

In addition, it is essential to catch as early as possi-

ble a transition from/to a RMSP to/from a LMXB state

(over a few weeks), to track the disk formation/evapo-

ration. Only wide field X-ray instruments such as THE-

SEUS will be able to monitor outburst evolution and to

catch state transitions (see i.e. below), allowing follow-

up observations with the high sensitive instruments on-

board Athena, as well as with ground-based optical and

radio telescopes.

Among hundreds of known MSP binaries, both in

the Galactic field and globular clusters, about a hun-

dred reside in close orbits (Porb < 1 d). Of these about

65 are detected in the X-rays consisting of the aforemen-

tioned AMXPs, 23 redbacks and 21 systems with degen-

erate donors, dubbed “black widows”. Using the recent

Swift/XRT point source catalogue [69], we have checked

the observability of these objects with THESEUS. We

have found that given the large range (more than 5

order of magnitudes) of X-ray luminosities, THESEUS

will be able to detect at least 13 AMXPs entering into

outburst with both SXI and XGIS. An example of the

evolution of the outburst observed in 2015 from the

AMXP SAX J1808.4-3658, and simulated for both THE-

SEUS instruments is shown in Fig. 18, based on Swift

XRT and BAT observations. As most AMXPs are lo-

cated in the Galactic bulge, THESEUS will provide ob-

serving windows lasting up to tens of days and thus

enable full or partial outburst evolution coverage with

integration times ranging from 2 ks (peak of outburst)

to 30 ks (decay) and 100 ks (return to quiescence). Sim-

ulated combined SXI and XGIS spectra at five differ-

ent epochs are shown in Fig. 19, adopting an absorbed

power law with parameters as derived from Swift. The

recovery of power law index and column density is at

2-4% level in the first three epochs and at 7% and 22%

in the two later epochs, respectively. The unique X-

ray monitoring will be essential to trigger dedicated

follow-up observations with Athena and other facilities

to study in details the X-ray spin [150] and spectral

[151] evolution.

While the AMXPs in outbursts will be at easy reach

of both SXI and XGIS, about 6-8 of the known MSP

Fig. 18 Simulated XGIS (2-30 keV) (bottom) and SXI
(0.3-6 keV) (top) light curves (black lines) of the AMXP
SAX J1808.4-3658 as observed during the outburst in 2015.
The light curves were derived from interpolation among 5
epochs spectral fits (red stars) as derived from Swift. XRT
and BAT light curves are also overimposed. The grey areas
cover 3σ count rate errors. SXI and XGIS upper limits are
reported in black. THESEUS coverage, when long up to 20-25
days, will allow full or part of the outburst, including reflares
at the end of the outburst, to be observed.
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Fig. 19 Simulated combined SXI and XGIS spectra of
SAX J1808.4-3658 for the 5 epochs shown in Fig. 18 adopt-
ing an absorbed power law with parameters as derived from
Swift/XRT spectra. Exposure times were 2 ks for the first
three epochs for both SXI and XGIS, while for the 4th and
5th epoch exposure times of 30 ks and 100 ks were assumed,
respectively

redback binaries will be detected in 100 ks by the SXI,

when either entering/leaving or lingering in the LMXB

sub-luminous state. On the other hand, no RMSP sys-

tem, either redback or black widow, will be detected

in their faint rotation-powered state. Fig. 20 shows a

simulated spectrum for the transitional MSP binary

PSR J1023+0038 during its current sub-luminous LMXB
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state, adopting a 100 ks exposure and an absorbed

power law, whose index can be recovered at 15% level.

Therefore THESEUS will allow us to uncover state changes

over a few weeks as well as keep track of the sub-

luminous LMXB state of MSPs, known to last up to

several years.
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Fig. 20 Simulated SXI spectrum for PSR J1023+0038 in its
current subluminous LMXB state adopting a 100 ks exposure
and an absorbed power law with NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2 and
Γ=1.7.

5.2.2 X-ray bursts and super-bursts

Prolonged accretion of matter on the surface of a NS

leads to a steady accumulation of nuclear fuel. Due to

the steep dependence of the typical nuclear reaction

rates on temperature and density, this can lead to un-

stable nuclear burning that for few tens of seconds out-

shines the steady X-ray emission powered by accretion.

These type-I bursts provide a unique access to the study

of nuclear burning, which is otherwise deeply hidden

in the cores of normal stars. Moreover, analysis of the

spectral evolution during the bursts provides an oppor-

tunity to probe fundamental parameters of the NS, and

ultimately the equation of state of dense matter [152,

153,154].

Depending on the metallicity of the burning layers,

their physical conditions (temperature, density, pres-

sure) and the mass accretion rate, bursts show up with

different properties (see [155] for a review). Given that

at the moment we know about 115 LMXB bursting

sources, the continuous sky survey of THESEUS will

catch hundreds of bursting events, allowing for an un-

precedented census of the bursting population of NS

LMXBs.

To estimate the burst detection rate in the THE-

SEUS survey, we considered first the bursting rate of

each known LMXB using the estimates from the MIN-

BAR archive [156] and multiplied it for the respective

expected daily-averaged source exposure times with the

SXI, XGIS (fully-coded) and XGIS (half-coded). This

computation resulted in a (possible) burst detection

rate, on average, of 5.7, 0.5, and 12.1 bursts/day, respec-

tively. Secondly, we took into account the sensitivity of

the THESEUS instruments and the peak luminosity de-

rived from the whole sample of detected bursts (Fig. 23

in [156]). For the SXI (sensitivity of ∼ 1 Crab in one

second), with about 50% of burst peaks above 1 Crab,

the detection rate decreases to about 2.9 bursts/day

(although binning in a longer time window might allow

to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and raise this es-

timate). Given the higher XGIS sensitivity, more than

90% of the possible burst peaks can be detected at more

than 5σ (fully coded). The decrease in the effective area

for the half-coded is well compensated by the larger

FOV and the detection rate (conservatively) is foreseen

≥ 6 bursts/day.

As a result, we estimate that more than 730 bursts

will be detected in the first four years of the survey with

XGIS (fully-coded) and about 150 of these will show

photospheric-radius expansion (PRE) episodes. PRE

bursts are of special interest, as they are Eddington lim-

ited, and so are considered as possible standard candles

to determine source distances [157]. To demonstrate the

feasibility of this kind of studies, we took as template

a PRE burst from GX 3+1, a typical LMXB in the

Galactic bulge, observed with RXTE [158]. The time-

resolved burst spectra evolve as a cooling black-body,

but ∼ 2 s after the burst onset, a drop in the black-

body temperature, together with a significant increase

in the apparent black-body radius clearly indicates a

PRE. We simulated the same time-resolved spectra us-

ing the XGIS on-axis response. The typical touch-down

at time 2 s can also be easily detected in our simula-

tions, as shown in Fig. 21.

In addition to the typical short duration bursts,

much rarer events called super-burst [159] deserve spe-

cial attention. They are ignited by unstable carbon burn-

ing and can last for hours; their structure and energet-

ics strongly depend on the structure of the outer lay-

ers of the NS, the quantity of steady nuclear burning

that precede the superburst event, and the long-term

accretion history of the source, so their study can con-

strain different aspects of the accretion process at once.

Up to now, only 25 superburst events from 15 different

LMXBs have been detected, with only three sources

showing a superburst more than once. Although the

source list is still short, it contains a more significant
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Fig. 21 Simulated on-axis XGIS light curve (upper panel)
and spectral parameter evolution for a PRE burst (blackbody
temperature in keV and black-body radius for an assumed 5
kpc distance in the middle and lower panels, respectively).
Reference for this partcular PRE burst template in [158].

fraction of persistent sources (typically accreting above

0.1 LEdd) with respect to transients (4 vs. 11). Further-

more, among the seven sources with known orbital pe-

riod, two are super-compact systems. Some superburst

sources are also copious emitters of short X-ray bursts,

but a superburst event can dramatically quench the

burst rate [160]. Given the unpredictable rate and origin

of the superbursts, they could only be spotted through

all-sky monitors (e.g. RXTE/ASM, BeppoSAX/WFC

or MAXI), which, however, lacked timing and spectral

resolution that THESEUS will provide. Based on the

number of detected superburst events with past all-sky

X-ray monitors and the location of the sources where

at least one superburst has been observed [159], we es-

timated the chance occurrence of observing one such
event with THESEUS in the first four years of op-

erations. Assuming a superburst rate of one per year

and the visibility of the sky containing superbursting

sources, we derived a chance probability of ∼ 30% of

observing such an event.

To assess the capabilities of THESEUS to conduct

spectral analysis for such events, we considered the prop-

erties of one of the superbursts as observed by the

RXTE [161]. Taking average values for temperature

and flux along steps of 2 ks each, we evaluated that

the XGIS would be able to tightly constrain evolution

of temperature and 2–10 keV flux with (statistical) un-

certainties of less than 0.4%. Simulated spectra with

over-imposed best-fitting models are shown in Fig. 22.

5.2.3 Monitoring of the light curve of LMXBs at high

inclination angles

The LMXBs at high inclination angles (> 60◦) show

dips and/or eclipses in their light curves. The dip (or
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Fig. 22 Simulated XGIS time-resolved spectra of the cool-
ing evolution of a superburst event. Each spectrum has an
assumed exposure of 2 ks.

eclipse) arrival times allow us to infer accurate orbital

parameters [162] and to estimate the orbital period de-

cay rate. This permits to better understand the ori-

gin and details of mass-transfer, which is important

for our understanding of evolution of these binaries.

For instance, the study of the eclipse arrival times of

the accretion disk corona source X1822−371 showed

that its mass transfer is likely super-Eddington and

non-conservative, with only a 14-22% of the transferred

mass from the companion accreted onto the NS [163,

164]. The eclipse arrival times of the transient eclipsing

source MXB 1659−298 showed that the large orbital pe-

riod derivative implies a highly non-conservative mass

transfer scenario, where more than 98% of the mass pro-

vided by the companion star leaves the binary system

[165,166]. The dip arrival times of XB 1916−053 also

strongly support non-conservative mass transfer [164,

167]. The large FOV of SXI and XGIS will allow to

monitor the light curves of the LMXBs with high in-

clination, thereby providing an opportunity to deter-

mine arrival times for new dip events and eclipses, and

to improve constrains on orbital period decay rate for

other dipping sources such as 4U 1323−619 [168] to un-

derstand their mass-transfer scenario. Finally, residuals

appearing in the orbital solutions for XB 1916−053 and

MXB 1659−298, suggest that these systems are hierar-

chical triple systems with a third body with a mass

similarto Hot Jupiter extra-solar planets (see [169] and

ref. therein). This is a new and exciting area in the field

of LMXB studies where THESEUS can also contribute

by providing improved orbital solutions for more sys-

tems.
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5.2.4 Very Faint X-ray Transients

The nature of the Very faint X-ray transients (VFXTs

[170]), events with peak luminosities < 1036 erg s−1

is still unknown. Although some have been associated

to NS or BH low-mass X-ray binaries or symbiotic sys-

tems, the nature of most VFXTs is still uncertain [171].

Current data suggest that they have very low mass-

transfer rates, pointing towards the later (or unusual)

stages in X-ray binary evolution [172,173]. Furthermore,

the family of VFXTs is not even homogeneous: some of

them are quasi-persistent, i.e. showing a long-term out-

burst activity with low luminosities, while other sources

have spent most of the time since their discovery in

quiescence, showing up only during type-I X-ray bursts

which are a signature of ongoing accretion of matter

(the so-called “burst-only” systems [174]).

Thus, VFXTs allow to gather information that is

not generally obtained with “normal”, brighter, sys-

tems. THESEUS will detect many VFXTs and enable

follow-up observations with Athena and ground-based

observatories at different wavelengths (e.g. [175]). It will

help to investigate the repeating behavior observed in

several VFXTs, which will ultimately allow us to obtain

a better understanding of their mass-transfer rates. The

unique capacity of obtaining simultaneous X-ray and IR

observations will also shed light on the donor stars.

6 Black Hole X-ray Binaries

Black hole X-ray binaries (BHBs) are binary systems

where a black hole accretes material from a compan-
ion star. While a dozen BHBs are persistent, most of

them are transient sources (called black hole transients,

BHTs), i.e. they alternate long periods in a low-luminosity

quiescent state, with luminosity as faint as∼1030 erg s−1 ,

with episodic outbursts reaching peak luminosities in

the ∼1036−39 erg s−1. BHTs show X-ray spectral states

characterized by different spectral shapes (hard or soft

and everything in between, [176,177]) and timing prop-

erties [178] along their outbursts. The different spec-

tral states are explained in terms of changes in the ge-

ometry of the accretion flow around the central object

[179,180]. During the hard state, BHBs show a charac-

teristic energy spectrum dominated by the hard X-ray

component physically interpreted as the result of the

Compton up-scattering of soft, thermal disk photons

by a hot electron plasma (∼100 keV), called “corona”,

located close to the BH [176]. A weak soft component

with an inner disk blackbody temperature kTin ∼0.1–

0.3 keV, emitted by an optically thick and geometri-

cally thin accretion disk [181], possibly truncated at

a large radius from the innermost stable circular or-

bit, is also observed. During the soft state, the spec-

tra show a strong soft disk component with inner disk

temperature kTin ∼1 keV. In addition, a steep power

law tail (Γ >2.5), which often extends to high energies

(∼500 keV), is observed. Intermediate spectral states

with parameters of the accretion flow in between the

two main states are also observed. Disentangling the

main components that contribute to the overall X-ray

energy budget and follow the spectral evolution as a

function of the accretion flow will be carried out by

THESEUS thanks to its wide field of view combined

with the broad band energy coverage.

While in Survey Mode, THESEUS will be able to

discover new BHTs in the Galaxy. Up to now, 66 BHTs

have been catalogued2 [182]. Taking advantage of the

available X-ray data archives, Tetarenko et al. [183] de-

tected 132 outbursts from 47 BHTs in the period 1996-

2015 and estimated an outburst rate as 7 and 8 per year

for Swift/BAT and INTEGRAL/IBIS, respectively. In

the last twenty years, we have estimated that a mean

value of 2 new objects per year have been discovered

by wide FOV X-ray telescopes. Moreover, the majority

of the BHT outbursts last more than 100 days, so that

we are quite confident that XGIS will discover at least

two new sources per year. This will allow us to trig-

ger simultaneous observations with the high spectral

resolution X-ray telescopes (e.g., Athena), as well as

radio and gamma-ray high sensitivity telescopes (SKA

and CTA) which will be complementary to THESEUS

for a comprehensive accretion/ejection study of these

sources.

THESEUS offers the unique capacity to perform

strictly simultaneous X-ray and NIR observations. Dur-

ing outburst, IR fluxes are known to trace the X-ray

emission [184], and are thought to be an indicator of

the strength of jet activity in BHTs [185,186,187,188].

Thus, simultaneous observations in these bands will

lead to advancements in our understanding of the jet-

disk coupling in BHBs. Simultaneous X-ray and NIR

observations with THESEUS will allow us to monitor

the evolution of X-ray properties in conjunction with

low ionisation (cold) disk winds that can be observed

in the NIR during large parts of an outburst [189].

The IRT will provide also important complementary

constraints on the identification and nature of BHTs.

Known BHTs are located at distances of several kpc,

often at low Galactic latitudes suffering from high levels

of dust extinction [190]. IRT will allow BHT counter-

part identification through higher levels of extinction

than possible in the optical. Rapid identification, simul-

taneous with X-rays, will allow quick source character-

2 http://www.astro.puc.cl/BlackCAT/index.php
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isation. During quiescence, IR observations could help

to constrain the spectral type of the donor [191]. Only

about 50 % of BHTs have measured quiescent fluxes

[182], mostly in the optical with a median G (Vega) mag

of approximately 19.5 [190]. In the IR, these sources are

expected to be ∼ 1–2 mag brighter, well within reach of

the IRT. Thus, IRT can enable complete IR sampling

of the quiescent properties of the brighter end of the

BHT population.

7 Magnetars

Magnetars are (isolated) neutron stars with extremely

high magnetic fields, up to 1015 G, and possibly higher

in their interior [192,193]. They are characterized by

extreme variability phenomena on all timescales, from

short bursts of hard X-rays of few milliseconds to out-

burst lasting months or years. Although it is now well

established that their persistent and bursting emission

is powered by magnetic energy, many aspects of their

rich multiwavelength phenomenology are still to be ex-

plained, both concerning the physical processes respon-

sible for the bursts, giant flares, and outbursts, as well

as for their evolutionary connection with other classes

of neutron stars. Currently, less than 30 confirmed mag-

netars are known in our Galaxy and in the Magellanic

Clouds [194], but this number will at least double before

the launch of THESEUS. In fact, most magnetars are

transient sources, difficult to identify during their long

quiescent periods at low luminosity, but easily detected

when they become active. When X- and γ-ray instru-

ments with good sky coverage are available, about one

new magnetar per year is discovered.

Magnetars are also interesting because they have

been invoked in models for a variety of other sources,

such as, e.g., GRBs (giant flares in nearby galaxies

mimic short GRBs; extended energy injection from newly

born magnetars), superluminous supernovae, and fast

radio burst. Finally, magnetars are relevant as sources

of neutrinos, high-energy cosmic rays and gravitational

waves.

With its frequent and sensitive coverage, THESEUS

will provide robust constraints on the duty cycle of ac-

tivity of magnetars, for example allowing the investi-

gation of possible periodicities (relevant to their con-

nection with FRBs, see Sect. 12). THESEUS will give

immediate alerts of outbursts from both known and

newly discovered magnetars, through the XGIS detec-

tion of bursts and/or the SXI detection of the enhanced

thermal emission that occurs when magnetars activate.

Quick repointing with IRT is a unique feature useful to

identify and study the counterparts, taking advantage

of the small absorption in the NIR. Broad energy band

Fig. 23 XGIS-X (black) and XGIS-S (red) simulated spec-
tra of the short GRB 200415A, possibly due to a magnetar
located in the Sculptor galaxy (NGC 253).

coverage, rarely available up to now, is crucial to clarify

the spectral shape of bursts and flares at low energies.

Magnetars are also able to emit Giant Flares, reach-

ing peak luminosities up to 1047 erg s−1. THESEUS will

have the sensitivity to detect Giant Flares from mag-

netars in external galaxies, up to distances of several

tens of Mpc. This is relevant because the extremely

bright short (<0.2 s), and spectrally hard initial spikes

of Giant Flares appear similar to short GRBs. A few

short GRBs have been proposed to be actually mag-
netar giant flares (e.g. GRB051103 in the M81 group

at 3.6 Mpc [195], GRB070201 in M31 at 770 kpc [196,

197], GRB200415A in NGC 253 at 3.5 Mpc [198,199]

and GRB 070222 in M83 at 4.5 Mpc [200]). The sim-

ulation shown in Fig. 23 shows how THESEUS would

have detected the short GRB200415A, possibly located

in the Sculptor galaxy (NGC 253) at a distance of 3.5

Mpc. More than 10,000 counts are detected above 30

keV with the XGIS-S, and the burst is visible also in the

XGIS-X (∼450 counts). Extrapolating this spectrum to

the SXI energy range, we find that the initial spike is too

faint to be detected (∼0.1 cts s−1, taking into account

the Galactic absorption of 3× 1020 cm−2 in this direc-

tion). However, if this GRB were actually a Giant Flare,

it should also have a long lasting tail of softer emission,

that will be detectable in the SXI. In fact, rescaling

the properties of the December 2004 giant flare of SGR

1806-20, we predict that a few tens of counts should

be detected by the SXI. A similar giant flare from a

magnetar in M31 (as suggested for GRB070201) would
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yield a few hundreds of SXI counts, allowing to confirm

the magnetar hypothesis and possibly discover spin pe-

riod, as it happened for the famous giant flare of March

1979 in the LMC [201].

8 Ultra-luminous X-ray sources

Ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are off-nuclear

point sources that exhibit X-ray luminosities, LX &
1039 erg s−1 exceeding the Eddington limit for a 10 M�
black hole. For a long time, ULXs have been supposed

to contain accreting black holes (BHs) of intermedi-

ate mass (102–105 M�). These systems are now widely

believed to be stellar mass compact objects accreting

above the Eddington limit, as initially proposed by [202,

203,204] and further confirmed by the first results with

NuSTAR [205,206]. More recently, six extragalactic ULXs

[207,208,209,210,211,212] and one galactic ULX [126]

have been shown to contain accreting neutron stars

(NSs), thanks to the detection of X-ray pulsations at

the NS spin period, thus confirming that these objects

do undergo super-Eddington accretion.

Early spectral analyses of ULX data were performed

using single component models, which led to the inter-

pretation of the accreting compact object in terms of an

intermediate mass black hole (IMBH) of ∼ 102–103 M�.

Subsequent observations of better spectral quality, showed

that either complex single component models or two-

component models, such as disk blackbody and cut-off

power law or a hot thermal component, were required

to adequately fit the 0.3–10 keV ULX spectra. Depend-

ing on the spectral state of the source, the spectrum can

be dominated by the flux of either the soft or the hard

component, leading to the identification of the spec-

trum with soft or hard ultraluminous states, respec-

tively (see, e.g., [213] for a recent review).

Even though the ULX luminosities in the ∼ 1039–

1041 erg s−1 range can be explained by the combina-

tion of geometrical beaming and super-Eddington ac-

cretion onto NSs and stellar mass BHs in high-mass X-

ray binaries, the high-luminosity tail of the population

(LX > 1041 erg s−1 ) indicates the possible existence of

IMBHs, which were originally suggested to account for

the standard ULX luminosity range (1039 < LX < 1041

erg s−1 ). The ULXs with LX > 1041 erg s−1 are also

known as hyperluminous X-ray sources (HLXs). The

firmly established member of this family is ESO 243–

49 HLX-1, which is thought to be an accreting IMBH

candidate. Its observed peak unabsorbed 0.2–10 keV lu-

minosity is 1.2×1042 erg s−1 [220]. Given the distance

of 95 Mpc, the maximum X-ray flux of the source is

∼ 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 . The source luminosity was ob-

served to change from 2 × 1040 erg s−1 (low state) to
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Fig. 24 Estimate of the region in the flux vs. distance plane
where SXI can detect the potential sources within the stan-
dard ULX luminosity interval (1039–1041 erg s−1 ). The SXI
sensitivity (unabsorbed 0.3–6 keV flux) delineated by the
horizontal gray lines labeled with minimum exposure times
intersect with the ULX luminosity interval determined by
the oblique red lines to define the region for the potential
ULX targets THESEUS can monitor. The shaded green area
bounded by the solid black curve displays such a sample
region where ULXs with standard luminosities can be de-
tected and monitored by SXI for an integration time of ≤ 500
ks. Filled circles with different colors represent the observed
ULXs from different catalogs/references: [214] blue; [215] or-
ange; [126,207,209,210,211] black; [216,217] green; [218] red;
[219] magenta; [220] brown. As the spectral energy range for
each source group does not perfectly match the energy range
of SXI and the spectral model for each source may differ from
a pure power law, the source distribution is an approximation
to the actual population of ULXs SXI can detect. The two
nearest ULXs are marked by G (Galactic) and SMC (Small
Magellanic Cloud) labels.

∼ 1042 erg s−1 (high state). Another HLX candidate,

M82 X-1, with a luminosity level close to the lower limit

of HLX luminosity range is only ∼ 3.6 Mpc away.

8.1 Monitoring nearby extragalactic ULXs with SXI

Detecting and monitoring the known ULXs with stan-

dard luminosities in the 1039–1041 erg s−1 range with

SXI is crucial for the follow-up observations of the long-

term flux variations in these sources. In Fig. 24, we il-

lustrate a sample region in the unabsorbed flux versus

distance plane where all the potential targets with stan-

dard ULX luminosities can be detected and monitored

by SXI above a certain sensitivity threshold, based on

a power-law spectrum of photon index 2 and NH =

2× 1021 cm−2.

We also display in Fig. 24 the distribution of ob-

served ULXs in the local universe (within d ∼ 100

Mpc). Most ULXs except the nearest ones, i.e. the Galac-
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Search for HLXs
3 Mpc: 

- Lx ~ 2e40 erg/s, 
- hard state (powerlaw model, index ~ 2)
- flux = 2e-11 ergs/cm2/s, in the 0.3-10 keV range

- Detection at > 5 sigma in 30 ks in observation! (~500 net counts) 

- Possibility to investigate its spectrum:

Fixing the nH, the 
constraints on index and 
normalization are of the 
order of ~15-20% in the 
simulated data!10−3
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Fig. 25 THESEUS-SXI simulation of a nearby HLX in the
low/hard state for an exposure time of 30 ks based on the
observational properties of ESO 243–49 HLX–1 from [221].

tic transient source Swift J0243.6+6124 (see Sect. 5.1.2)

and the transient SMC X-3 in the Small Magellanic

Cloud, are clustered in a distance range of 1–10 Mpc.

According to the luminosity intervals shown in Fig. 24,

the standard ULXs, in particular with distances . 5

Mpc, are the best SXI targets for exposure times .
500 ks. As a standard ULX, we consider NGC 1313

X-1 with an average spectrum based on an absorbed

diskbb+diskpbb+cutoffpl (in Xspec), which con-

sists of two thermal blackbody components and an ex-

ponentially cutoff power-law component [222]. The av-

erage flux of ∼ 4× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 implies a lumi-

nosity of ∼ 8×1039 erg s−1 for a source distance of ∼ 4

Mpc. In 30 ks, we can detect the source at 5σ signifi-

cance with ∼ 100–200 net source counts. The monitor-
ing with SXI is therefore viable for the known standard

ULXs that lie within a distance of ∼ 5 Mpc. THESEUS

would indeed provide us with the opportunity of follow-

ing the source flux evolution of the nearby ULXs with

daily exposures in an unprecedented way.

There are two or even three (if M82 X-1 is included)

HLX candidates, among which ESO 243–49 HLX–1 is

the best known and the well established source, at a dis-

tance of∼ 100 Mpc with a flux of∼ 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 ,

as also shown in Fig. 24. We highlight that the search

for relatively nearby hyperluminous members of ULXs

is also possible with SXI. Using ESO 243–49 HLX–1

as a benchmark for hunting out such HLXs, we simu-

late sources at two luminosity states, namely low/hard

and high/soft states. ESO 243–49 HLX–1 was observed

at both 2 × 1040 erg s−1 with a power-law spectrum

of index ∼ 2 and 1042 erg s−1 with a disk blackbody

of temperature ∼ 0.2 keV [221]. In Figures 25 and 26,

we display the simulated spectra of a nearby HLX at

a reference distance of 3 Mpc when the source is in

Search for HLXs
3 Mpc: 

- Lx = 1e42 erg/s, 
- thermal state (diskbb model, kT~ 0.2 keV)
- flux = 7.6e-10 ergs/cm2/s, in the 0.3-10 keV range

- Source detection at 5 sigma can be obtained with just 1 ks!  

- In 30 ks of observation we can collect up to ~30000 net counts, so that there is 
the possibility to investigate its spectrum every day of observation:

The constraints on nH, 
temperature and 
normalization are of the 
order of ~2-8%! 

IMPORTANT: we can 
singificantly discriminate 
between a powerlaw and a 
diskbb model!
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Fig. 26 THESEUS-SXI simulation of a nearby HLX in the
high/soft state for an exposure time of 30 ks based on the
observational properties of ESO 243–49 HLX–1 from [221].

Host Galaxy ULX d (Mpc) H mag
NGC 4258 J121844+471730 7.2 17.79
M 101 J1402+5440 6.5 19.3

J140248+541350 6.5 17.72
J140314+541807 6.5 18.25

NGC 4136 J120922+295559 9.7 19.2
NGC 925 J022721+333500 9.3 18.7

J120922+295559 9.3 19.2

Table 2 Sample of ULXs detectable by THESEUS with H
band magnitudes brighter than 20.6 mag. Distance values
are taken from the NED Extragalactic Database, magnitudes
from [223] and [224].

the low/hard and high/soft states, respectively. Even

though we cannot discriminate between a power-law

and a disk blackbody model in the low/hard state, we

can detect the source at > 5σ significance in 30 ks with

∼ 500 net counts. In the high/soft state, an exposure

time of only 1 ks is sufficient for the detection of the

same source at 5σ significance. In the high state, it is

also possible to investigate the source spectrum on a

daily basis as one can collect up to ∼ 3×104 net counts

in an observation of 30 ks. As shown in Fig. 26, we

can significantly discriminate between disk blackbody

and power-law models for an exposure time of 30 ks.

As might also be deduced from Fig. 24, the highly lu-

minous ULXs or HLXs with luminosities close to 1040

erg s−1 , which are as far away as 20 Mpc, can be de-

tected at 5σ significance provided we stack several days

of observations (∼ 500 ks). The detection of an HLX

at a distance of 20 Mpc when it transitions to the high

state with a luminosity of ∼ 1042 erg s−1 is compatible

with that of an HLX at a distance of 3 Mpc when it is

in the low state.
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8.2 Near Infrared Observations of ULXs with IRT

One of the open problems is to determine the nature

and mass of each binary component in a ULX. Except in

cases where it is possible to detect coherent pulsations,

and clearly identify the compact object as a NS, the

mass determination for binary components can be an

arduous task for ULXs, most of which are extragalactic

objects located in crowded fields.

The IR and optical emissions from ULXs arise mainly

from the donor star and the accretion disk [225]. The

fraction of emission from either component strongly de-

pends on the evolutionary phase of the donor and that

of the binary itself [226]. Detecting and analyzing the

IR counterpart would help to shed light on the origin

of such emission and also on the accretion state of the

system.

Tao et al. [227] studied the optical emission of nearby

ULXs and found that some of them do not point to

a given stellar type but can instead be dominated by

the reprocessed emission from an extended accretion

disk (e.g. the red excess in the SED of Holberg IX-X1).

This was also claimed by the subsequent studies of opti-

cal and near IR counterparts [215,228], which occasion-

ally revealed the presence of red super giants in nearby

(d < 10 Mpc) ULXs. López et al. [229] found 15 ULXs

with H band magnitudes brighter than 20.6, which are

consistent with the presence of red super giants (we list

some of them in Table 2). The ULX counterparts are

therefore bright enough to be studied with the IRT.

Among the galaxies where the ULX optical/IR coun-

terparts are bright enough, NGC 5204, NGC 3034 and

NGC 300 are all close to the baseline Survey mode

pointing directions of THESEUS. NGC 253 is slightly

further from the baseline Survey mode pointing direc-

tions, however, making pointed observations will be fea-

sible (see Fig. 14 in [1]). ULXs are not bright enough

in IR for doing spectroscopy with THESEUS (with the

exception of NGC 300 ULX1 if the source is in the

bright state and possibly NGC 3034 which has an I

band magnitude of 18.5), but the photometry can be

done to search for the periodicities (orbital or superor-

bital). The Visible/IR photometry can be performed in

all of the THESEUS bands and will allow us to con-

strain the nature of the star from which the compact

object accretes. As very few of the donors have been

identified so far, the visible/IR photometry with THE-

SEUS would be of great value. Once we know the nature

of the donor, using the mass can help to constrain the

mass of the compact object (black hole or neutron star),

especially if we can determine the orbital period of the

system through monitoring of the optical counterpart.

9 Active Galactic Nuclei

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are the signatures of ma-

terial feeding supermassive black holes (SMBHs; 106 −
109M�) at the centers of large galaxies. AGN are the

most persistent and highly-luminous sources (1040 −
1047 erg s−1) in the Universe and their activity is both

a tracer for the luminous growth of SMBHs and for the

co-evolution of SMBHs and their host galaxies. Their

copious radiative energy as well as mechanical energy

in the form of outflowing, radiatively- or magnetically-

driven winds and collimated, relativistically-moving jets

likely provide a form of “feedback” that impacts host

galaxy star formation and infalling gas, thus likely self-

regulating both BH growth and host galaxy evolution

(e.g., [230]). Roughly 40% of all SMBHs are accreting

at some level (e.g., [231]).

An accretion disk, with thermal emission peaking in

the optical/UV/EUV, feeds the BH [232]; disk sizes in a

few nearby Seyferts have recently been traced via multi-

wavelength reverberation-mapping campaigns [233]. At

scales of a few to∼10 gravitational radii, a high-temperature

(∼ 109 K) corona emits rapidly variable hard X-rays,

though its exact structure is still debated, e.g., the base

of a jet [234,235]. X-ray reverberation measurements

obtained with XMM-Newton and NuSTAR track the

response between the coronal X-ray emission and that

reflected off nearby structures such as the accretion

disk, providing constraints on corona height and struc-

ture [236]. Doppler-broadened optical emission lines in-

dicate clouds of gas near the inner accretion disk; this

“Broad Line Region” (BLR) may be an outflow from

the disk (e.g., [237]). At scales of parsecs and farther,

a dusty, clumpy “torus” of gas may act as a reservoir

for feeding the disk and BH; recent years have seen

progress in exploring its morphology and extent (e.g.,

[238,239]).

Intriguingly, similarities in broadband spectral and

timing properties between Seyfert AGN and BH XRBs

suggest that both classes of systems host similar accre-

tion processes, scaled by mass, luminosity, and timescale

(e.g.,[240,241]). For example, the broadband SEDs of

low-luminosity AGN are similar to those of BH XRBs

in the low/hard state, and those of Seyferts are similar

to those of BH XRBs in the high/soft states in terms of

the dominance of the disk’s thermal emission and the

presence/lack of radio jets [242]. The conventional wis-

dom is that an optically-thick, radiatively-efficient disk

dominates in the high/soft state, while a radiatively-

inefficient flow dominates in the low-hard state. This

notion is supported by, e.g., changes in the correla-

tion between photon index and accretion rate relative

to Eddington LBol/LEdd above and below a critical
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value of accretion rate for individual BH XRBs in out-

burst/decay and across samples of AGN [243,244].

However, the analogies in spectral states are diffi-

cult to solidify: while we have the luxury of observing

BH XRBs undergoing outbursts and decay accretion

events on timescales of days–weeks, AGN duty cycles

are considerably longer. Accretion in AGN likely occurs

sporadically [245], though observational constraints on

duty cycles are sorely lacking. We thus do not know if

persistently-accreting AGN are “stable” or “unstable”

enough for an accurate comparison to BH XRBs – are

accretion flows in AGN capable of evolving as rapidly

as those in BH XRBs?

Recent years have seen initial insights into these

questions, courtesy of new transient AGN phenomena

which hint at complexity and diversity in accretion flows.

X-ray monitoring on timescales of days–months, such as

that to be provided by THESEUS, can give insight into

open questions about accretion in such rapidly-evolving

AGN: do AGN exhibit structural changes in accretion

flow as a function of system parameters such as accre-

tion rate? How rapidly can those structures — disk,

X-ray corona, BLR — evolve in response to changes

in the global accretion supply? How long is the typical

AGN duty cycle?

Our first clues into AGN duty cycles and rapid evo-

lution in AGN come from a small number (so far) of

Seyfert AGN and quasars, in which radical changes in

optical continuum luminosity, X-ray luminosity, and op-

tical spectroscopic classification, usually over timescales

of years have been observed (e.g., [246,247,248,249]).

Optical and/or X-ray fluxes generally change by fac-

tors of 10–30, while optical spectral types shift between

types 1–1.5 (strong broad lines) to 1.8–2 (broad lines

weak or absent). Changes in line-of-sight obscuration

can be excluded; instead, the global accretion supply

was either cut-off (an accretion shutdown event) or re-

established (accretion ignition event). We call these changing-

state AGN (CSAGN; changes between optical Seyfert

classifications are frequently also called Changing-Look

AGN in the literature). Over 60 have been identified so

far, mostly through optical photometric and/or spec-

troscopic monitoring over timescales of years [248,250,

251].

CSAGN are our first observational window into AGN

duty cycles, how quickly AGN accretion flows can un-

dergo major structural changes, and whether AGN un-

dergo state changes like those observed in BH XRBs.

Typically, X-ray and optical/UV continua track each

other roughly in tandem over timescales of years in both

accretion ignition and shut-down events (e.g., [252]).

The BLR is generally expected to respond to changes in

the optical/UV ionizing thermal continuum of timescales

of tens to ∼a hundred days [253]. However, the X-ray

behavior can sometimes strongly deviate from that ob-

served in the optical/UV (e.g., [254]), suggesting the X-

ray corona may be intermittent and/or highly beamed

during such events. To make further progress in under-

standing this phenomenon, we must accumulate a sta-

tistically meaningful sample of CSAGN detections, and

build a database of their multi-wavelength variability

properties, including X-ray luminosity evolution.

Recently, a new timing phenomenon has been dis-

covered in AGN: so-called Quasi-Periodic Eruptions (QPE,

[255,256]). The X-ray flux in these sources was seen to

increase by factors of 50–100 in discrete bursts, occur-

ring roughly regularly (every ∼9 hr in GSN69 and every

∼4–6 hr in RX J1301.9+2747), and lasting for . one

hour, separated by times of quiescent emission. Their

X-ray spectra are dominated by thermal emission, with

temperature of order 30–50 eV in the quiescient state,

and corresponding to the L ∝ T 4 relationship expected

in standard accretion disk theory. During eruptions,

the temperature increases to ∼ 100–150 eV, similar

to how the “soft excess” of persistently-accreting AGN

is sometimes modeled (e.g., [257,258]). An additional

hard X-ray non-thermal component, which may indi-

cate the presence of a corona was also detected [256].

These QPEs have continuum variability patterns sim-

ilar to those observed in the “heartbeat” states of the

Galactic micro-quasar GRS 1915+105 and BH candi-

date IGR 17091−3624 [259,260]. Potential relevant ex-

planations include a radiation-pressure disk instability

[261,262], a magnetically-elevated accretion flow [263],

or close SMBH binaries. However, given that only two

QPEs have been confirmed so far, basic questions re-

garding disk structure and properties remain. To un-

derstand the nature of this phenomenon, a statistically

meaningful sample of QPE detections is needed, allow-

ing their distribution of periods, luminosities, waveform

profiles, etc. to be measured.

In addition to transient AGN, there remain ques-

tions on the properties of circumnuclear structures in

persistently-accreting Seyferts. Variations in the line-

of-sight column density on timescales from hours to

years, have been observed in roughly two dozens of ob-

jects across both optical classes of Seyferts (e.g.,[264,

265,266,267,268,269]). These events are due to discrete

clouds of gas transiting in the line of sight to the X-

ray-emitting corona, and the AGN in which they oc-

cur are denoted changing-obscuration AGN (also some-

times called Changing-Look AGN in the literature).

These occulting clouds can be Compton-thin or Compton-

thick, and they indicate that the structure of the cir-

cumnuclear material is clumpy or filamentary, as op-

posed to being a smooth continuous medium, at dis-
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tance scales of light-days to light-years [270,271]. Strong

support for clumpy tori comes from high-spatial resolu-

tion IR SED fits [272,273]. However, the origin of these

clouds is unclear; for instance, they might be part of an

outflow from the disk [274] or IR radiation-driven winds

[275]. It is also possible that the BLR and dusty torus

comprise one continuous distribution of clouds span-

ning inside and outside the dust sublimation radius,

respectively [276,277].

To address these questions, additional cloud events

must be observed to accumulate statistics on both the

properties of individual clouds and on how frequently

such eclipse events occur — and on what timescales

— across Seyferts to better constrain the parameters

of clumpy-torus models (cloud distribution parameters

and distance scales). Using RXTE, it was shown that

sustained long-term X-ray monitoring of a large sample

of Seyferts is essential for obtaining such X-ray-based

statistical constraints [267].

The major challenge, particularly with CSAGN, is

that on a per-object basis, such events can occur very

rarely (for our lifetimes)! The solution is to monitor

large fractions of the sky in order to cover as large a

starting sample as possible; this amplifies small-number

events to reasonable numbers, and catches transient

AGN “in the act”. THESEUS will trigger additional ob-

servations (e.g., monitoring in optical and/or radio; op-

tical spectroscopic monitoring) on these “highlighted”

transient events in-progress and catch state changes in

action, enabling us to improve our understanding about

the structure of both the accretion disk and the corona,

and how they interact and evolve.

During the 2030s, THESEUS will be the premiere

instrument to detect new X-ray-transient AGN in the

local Universe, monitor them in X-rays, and trigger

multi-wavelength follow-up observations. The currently-

ongoing eROSITA mission is expected to boost initial

insight into transient AGN and “open the door,” but its

field of view is small: during its all-sky surveys, objects

get visited six times in one day, and that occurs only

once every six months for four years. In contrast, THE-

SEUS will provide sustained X-ray monitoring covering

a wider range of variability timescales: from satellite or-

bital timescale to weeks–months within a given observ-

ing window, as well as on timescales of months–years

between observing windows. As a consequence, THE-

SEUS is sensitive to variability mechanisms spanning a

much wider range of BH masses.

9.1 Detecting new CSAGNs and studying their

coronal evolution

By comparing accumulated X-ray fluxes within SXI

observation windows, or from one observation window

to the next, we can detect new accretion ignition or

shut-down events as they are occurring, including qui-

escent galaxy to Seyfert transitions (or vice versa) or

major variations in X-ray luminosity associated with

strong accretion changes in Seyferts. After the end of

the eROSITA mission, THESEUS will take over tran-

sient AGN detection with the major advantage of flux

monitoring on timescales of days–weeks, enabling us

to track the behavior of the corona and establish time

constraints for replenishing or depleting it when major

structural changes to the flow occur (e.g. [278,279]).

For the best-profiled ignition events, THESEUS can

trigger follow-up optical photometric monitoring (e.g.,

if not already available from LSST) and spectroscopic

monitoring from multi-meter class facilities to discern

how the accretion disk and BLR, respectively, evolve.

For example, it will be possible to track BLR structural

changes as disk luminosity or structure evolves (e.g.,

[249]) or to determine if a previously-present reservoir

of BLR gas is illuminated/de-illuminated by a chang-

ing continuum (e.g., [254]). We also expect to use THE-

SEUS detections to trigger ATHENA for deep follow-

up X-ray observations on selected events for further

spectral and timing constraints on the structure and

location of the corona. In this regard, the combina-

tion of X-ray and multi-wavelength monitoring, with

unprecedented time coverage, will improve our view

on how the various accretion components all interact

and structurally evolve during major accretion changes.

We also aim to compare CSAGN accretion flow evolu-

tion to evolving flows in BH XRBs that undergo out-

burst/decay events. For instance, we can test for corre-

lations or anti-correlations between coronal X-ray pho-

ton index and accretion rate to probe accretion mode

and constrain state-transition models in AGN (e.g., [280]).

In addition, with THESEUS and SKA concurrent mon-

itoring to probe radio jet–X-ray coronal coupling in

CSAGN, we can explore the extent to which state changes

in CSAGN track those in outbursting and decaying

BH XRBs (e.g., the “fundamental plane of accretion”,

[240]). Finally, the accumulated statistics on how fre-

quently ignition/depletion events occur will yield sorely-

needed observational constraints on the duty cycles of

supermassive BH feeding.

X-ray identification of a CSAGN candidate requires

a minimum flux change of ∼ 10–20. A 90 ks SXI expo-

sure (3 days) can detect 0.3–5 keV fluxes above 4×10−13

erg cm−2 s−1. If flux changes by a factor of at least 20
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(10) between a low-state flux ≤ 4×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1

and a high state flux of at least 7×10−12 (4×10−12) erg

cm−2 s−1, the flux change will be registered at 5σ (2.5σ)

confidence. After a CSAGN ignition event is detected,

the SXI can track its flux variability down to timescales

of a few days as long as its 0.3–5 keV flux remains above

∼ 2 − 4 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1. Long-term monitoring

with SXI will enable us to distinguish between CSAGN

and Tidal Disruption Events (see Sec. 10), as the lat-

ter typically show characteristic luminosity decays as a

function of time as well as extremely soft spectra.

Expected detection rates for new CSAGN events are

highly uncertain, as this is still new discovery space. As-

suming there are of order 106 currently-quiescent galax-

ies across the whole sky capable of ignition events in

which they brighten to F0.3−5 ≥ 4 × 10−12 erg cm−2

s−1, and if the average AGN duty cycle is 105 years, we

may expect of order six events/year visible by THE-

SEUS.

9.2 Detecting and monitoring QPEs

XMM-Newton and eROSITA can explore relatively nar-

row temporal frequency ranges, and can monitor only

short-period (hours) recurring bursts, which may skew

detection towards relatively low-mass BHs. For exam-

ple, GSN69 and RX J1301.9+2747, with masses in the

range ∼ (1 − 6) × 106M�, have recurrence times of 4–

9 hours. THESEUS represents a great opportunity to

explore a region of frequency parameter space not cur-

rently covered. If recurrence times scale linearly with

BH mass, THESEUS can potentially detect longer and

slower QPEs than those observed so far — recurrence

times of few to tens of days, and possibly associated

with more massive (and more typical) SMBHs. That

is, the temporal frequency space covered by THESEUS

complements that of XMM-Newton and eROSITA, and

provides the missing parts of the picture of the (cur-

rently wholly unknown) period distribution of QPEs.

For each newly-detected source, the SXI can be used

to constrain waveform, peak luminosity, and burst re-

currence times (see Fig. 27); first-look X-ray spectra

with SXI can confirm if X-ray emission during flares

is thermal-dominated. Follow-up multi-wavelength ob-

servations (and/or concurrent monitoring from LSST,

SKA, etc.) can be done to probe the behavior of accre-

tion disk thermal emission and jets, and test if BLRs are

routinely present and stable or absent in such objects.

THESEUS detections will also trigger observations with

ATHENA for additional, detailed X-ray spectral con-

straints and to track the behavior of individual X-ray

emission components. Near-continuous monitoring such

Fig. 27 A sample of simulated QPE light curves, based on
the waveform observed in GSN 69 [255], and with binning
every 12 satellite orbits. These light curves were produced by
multiplying both the waveform and recurrence time observed
in GSN 69 by factors of 6, 10, and 40 (top, middle, and bottom
panels, respectively), and simulating peak 0.3–5 keV fluxes
that are factors of 7.9, 5.0, and 3.5 times that observed in
GSN 69. THESEUS SXI will be most sensitive to QPEs with
periods of order tens of hours or longer, and fluxes a factor
of at least a few times higher than that of GSN 69.

as that provided by THESEUS is key for accumulat-

ing statistics on flare profiles and amplitudes, flare–

recurrence time correlations, X-ray spectral behavior,

and comparing burst behavior to that found in mi-

croquasars’ heart-beat states. Various scenarios for the

outbursts, such as radiation-pressure instabilities, Lense-

Thirring precession of the inner disk, or interaction

with a secondary body can then be tested. In sum-

mary, THESEUS will likely be the community’s only

opportunity to accumulate statistics on long-period X-

ray QPEs to ascertain how frequently they occur in

accretion disks across the local Universe.

A sample of simulated QPE light curves based on

the observed peak flux and waveform of GSN 69, is dis-

played in Fig. 27. Binning SXI data every 12 satellite

orbits (about one day), the peak flux can be constrained

well, and quiescent-state fluxes of < 5×10−13 erg cm−2

s−1 rejected at 2.5σ confidence, if 0.3–5 keV peak flux

is at least ∼ 6×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, ∼3 times the peak

flux of GSN 69. THESEUS will be most sensitive to

QPEs if each peak lasts 10–tens of hours, with succes-

sive peaks occurring at least a couple days apart, &10

times slower than in GSN 69 and RX J1301.9+2747.

Estimates of the expected QPE detection rates are

highly uncertain: not only is this new discovery space,

but the distribution of pulse periods is completely un-

known. We can only assume that the two QPEs de-

tected with XMM-Newton in XMM-DR9 (1152 deg2)

are representative of the class, and we can assume a uni-
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form pulse period distribution for simplicity. We con-

sider a peak luminosity threshold ∼three times higher

than the peak luminosity of GSN 69 to be firmly de-

tected with the SXI. For simplicity, we can also as-

sume that the QPE luminosity distribution in the low-

redshift Universe mirrors that of soft X-ray-emitting

AGN; soft X-ray AGN luminosity density functions for

relatively low-luminosity AGN [281] suggests that in-

creasing relative luminosity by ∼3 yields a correspond-

ing decrease in number of the same factor ∼3. THE-

SEUS SXI thus may detect of order 10 new QPEs. Note

that even non-detections of QPEs with THESEUS SXI

will be valuable for deriving constraints on the period

and luminosity distributions of QPEs.

9.3 Detecting new Changing-Obscuration AGN events

in progress

THESEUS will allow us to monitor a sample of ∼ 103

sources to watch for sudden changes between unob-

scured, Compton-thin obscured, or -thick obscured states.

We will likely need to accumulate SXI spectral data

on timescales up to days–weeks; this provides sensitiv-

ity to obscuration events due to clouds residing in the

outer BLR/inner dusty torus or farther out. When a

new cloud obscuration event is identified, deeper follow-

up X-ray observations (e.g., with ATHENA) will be

triggered to determine the properties of individual oc-

culting clouds: ionization, column density, and loca-

tion from the BH. Follow-up observations with ground-

based optical facilities can assess if dust extinction is

also present along the lines of sight to the accretion

disk and BLR.

Over the lifetime of the THESEUS mission, we will

accumulate statistics on how frequently obscuration events

occur, including as a function of BH mass and luminos-

ity. These statistics will expand the X-ray constraints

accumulated in the RXTE survey [267] to lower col-

umn densities. That is, THESEUS can provide a more

complete picture of the distribution of clouds and their

properties within the context of clumpy-torus models.

In 90 ks exposures (3 days) of an unobscured source,

SXI spectra can reveal major increases in obscuration

at ≥2.5σ confidence if the unobscured continuum flux is

brighter than roughly F0.3−5 ∼ 1.3×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1

(for column densities NH of roughly 1021.5−22 cm−2) or

F0.3−5 ∼ 1.9 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (for NH ∼ 1022.5

cm−2). Spectral fits to SXI will discern full-covering

obscuration events, though not partial-covering events.

However, simple power-law model fits to SXI spectra

of full- or partial-covering Compton-thin obscuration

events in Seyferts as faint as F0.3−5 ∼ 2.5 × 10−11

erg cm−2 s−1 can yield photon indices . 1.5 or lower,

Fig. 28 Simulated SXI spectra of Cen A. THESEUS SXI
can track fluctuations in line-of-sight column density NH as
density variations in its clumpy torus drift across the line of
sight. Shown here are spectra corresponding to columns of 10,
15, and 20×1022 cm−2, (black, red, and green, respectively,
based on variations observed by [287]), each 70 ks accumu-
lated exposure.

which can alert suspicion. For perpetually Compton-

thin-obscured sources such as Cen A (see Fig. 28), in-

creases in full-covering NH of order 1022.5−23 cm−2 or

more can be detected in sources brighter than F0.3−5 ∼
8 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1. The complex soft and hard

X-ray spectrum of Cen A, which includes thermal and

non-thermal contributions, was studied extensively by

many missions [282,283,284,285], and provides a case

study for spectrum formation and variability of more

distant radiogalaxies, and an un-beamed reference tem-

plate for blazars.

Changing-oscuration AGN event detection rates can

be based on the logN-logS relation of [286], and the

flux thresholds listed above: we estimate starting sam-

ples of roughly 300–1000 unobscured Seyferts and 25

Compton-thin-obscured Seyferts that can be monitored

by THESEUS.

9.4 Blazars

AGN are the most abundant extragalactic X-ray emit-

ters, and those belonging to the radio-loud subgroup

(∼10% of all AGN) are the strongest ones. In blazars,

a small subset of radio-loud AGN, kpc-sized jets are

nearly aligned with the line of sight (within 5-10◦).

The ultra-relativistic conditions of the plasma propa-

gating in these jets and the small viewing angles boost

the broad-band luminosities up to ∼ 1049 erg s−1 and

Doppler-foreshorten the time-scales (typical Doppler fac-

tors are δ ' 10 − 20), making blazars the most ex-
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treme radio-loud, and most violently variable persistent

extragalactic objects at all wavelengths. In outburst,

blazars get typically 10 times, and occasionally up to

100 times, brighter than in quiescence, and their vari-

ability is generally chromatic, with TeV emission ex-

hibiting the largest amplitudes and shortest timescales.

Blazar emission is dominated, at IR to soft X-ray

energies, by synchrotron radiation caused by electrons

gyrating in a magnetic field. In a subgroup of sources,

this emission component can extend up to hard X-rays

[288,289]. At higher energies (>100 keV), if the jet com-

position is purely leptonic the radiation is due to inverse

Compton scattering of particles off synchrotron or am-

bient photons. The presence of an additional hadronic

component may engender proton synchrotron emission,

neutral pion decay photons, synchrotron and Comp-

ton emission from secondary decay products of charged

pions, and the output from pair cascades initiated by

these high-energy photons intrinsically absorbed by photon-

photon pair production (see [290], and ref. therein for a

review). In a νfν representation, these radiation com-

ponents are seen as two maxima, which give blazars

their characteristic multi-wavelength “double-humped”

spectral appearance.

Depending on the frequency of the synchrotron spec-

tral peak, blazars are subdivided into classes that form

actually a continuum (blazar sequence, [291,292,293];

see however [294]), with Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars

(FSRQ) synchrotron spectra peaking at the lowest fre-

quencies (IR), Low-frequency-peak BL Lacs (LBL) peak-

ing at optical frequencies, intermediate-frequency-peak

BL Lacs (IBL) peaking in UV, and High-frequency-

peaked BL Lacs (HBL) peaking at soft X-rays or even

- during outbursts - hard X-rays (“extreme” BL Lacs).

The location of the humps is related to the magnetic

field and energy of the particle distributions that are in-

jected in the emitting region, so that the characteristic

frequencies of the spectral maxima provide a first di-

rect hint to the power injection and cooling in the jet.

In FSRQ and LBL, the X-ray spectrum represents ap-

proximately the rising part of the second, high energy

spectral hump, coinciding with the inverse Compton

component in a leptonic scenario, while in HBL soft

X-ray spectra are produced by the synchrotron process

and therefore are generally steeper and brighter than in

FSRQ and LBL. In objects with intermediate proper-

ties, the two spectral components contribute in the X-

ray domain with comparable strength. The X-ray band

is thus crucial to explore the particle acceleration, the

interplay of the radiation mechanisms, and, together

with information over the rest of the electromagnetic

spectrum, to discern leptonic and hadronic composition

of the jet.

More specifically, HBL X-ray spectra map the high-

energy tail of the relativistic particles distribution, and

thus encode critical information on the inner mecha-

nisms and efficiency of the central engine. Furthermore,

these sources are either confirmed or prime candidates

as TeV emitters, as the spectrum at GeV-TeV ener-

gies traces the same electron distribution tail that is re-

sponsible for the X-rays. Despite the severe suppression

caused by the far-infrared extragalactic background,

state-of-the-art Cherenkov telescopes could detect flar-

ing blazars up to z∼1 at energies larger than ∼300 GeV

[295,296].

As multi-wavelength observing campaigns on blazars

become more complete and sophisticated, and the as-

troparticle angle of their investigation becomes more

effective, thanks to the improved sensitivity of present

high-energy neutrino detectors, fundamentally new ob-

servational and theoretical issues are emerging, criti-

cally driven by X-ray data. These include the finding

that blazar variability may be occasionally due to a

multiplicative process originated in the accretion disk,

rather than in the jet [297]; the evidence that multi-

component models describe the blazar spectral energy

distributions and variations thereof more comfortably

than homogeneous, single zone models [298,299,300,

301], even down to sub-hour X-ray variability time-

scales [302]; the presence of a hadronic component in

the jet, either suggested by a model-driven approach

[303] or proven by the direct detection of high-energy

(> TeV) neutrinos, so far achieved with the IceCube

array in a few cases, with attendant multi-wavelength

outbursts [304,305,306,307,308].

Inhomogeneity is envisaged by current interpretive

scenarios, either in the form of two geometrical compo-

nents (spine + layer), or of the interplay between an ac-

celeration region and a more extended emission region,

or of conical zones where the physical quantities show a

dependence on the distance from the jet apex [309,310,

311,312]. However, these models have a large number

of free parameters, that could be well constrained by

time-resolved broad-band spectral energy distributions

obtained through intensive monitorings over long peri-

ods of time. Temporal lags measured through accurate

cross-correlation of the X-ray light curves with those at

MeV-GeV energies from satellites and at TeV energies

from Cherenkov telescopes hold the potential to map

the emitting regions and thus probe the physical evo-

lution of the flares. Similarly, the X-ray data have been

recognized to have a pivotal role in determining the rel-

ative importance of the leptonic and hadronic jet com-

ponents in shaping up the blazar spectrum [313,314,

315,316,317,318,319].
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THESEUS, with its simultaneous soft- and hard-X-

ray month-long looks, made possible by the large SXI

and XGIS FOVs and regular sky survey, can measure

time delays between various X-ray bands and between

these and signals at lower or higher frequencies in a

more accurate way than it is done with the combined

operations of different instruments (e.g. Swift/XRT, or

XMM-Newton, and NuSTAR) that often only afford

quasi-simultaneity owing to scheduling contraints (see,

e.g., [320] for an example of the superiority of strictly

simultaneous observations in constraining physical pa-

rameters).

With its prospect of enabling accurate time correla-

tion analysis of blazar X-ray light curves and spectral

slopes, THESEUS is well poised to tackle the problems

posed by increased blazar modelling complexity. A case

in point is the delay between light curves of different

energies measured for the BL Lac object Mkn421 with

uninterrupted INTEGRAL monitoring over 6 days. By

correlating IBIS and JEM-X light curves, a progres-

sively larger time-lag is found between signals of in-

creasing energy separation, up to a maximum of 70

minutes, measured between the light curves at 3-5.5

keV and 40-100 keV (see Fig. 5 in [321]). This source

is one of the X-ray brightest blazars and the brightest

of the list of HBL we have selected as primary blazar

targets of THESEUS (Table 3).

A simulation made for the three bright HBLs Mkn421,

Mkn501 and 1ES1959+650 shows that in 500 s a good

(at least 10 σ) and decent (3-4 σ) significance can be

obtained for light curves of these sources in flaring state

in the 0.3–2 keV and 2–6 keV ranges, respectively. The

same integration time will give a satisfactory signal over

the whole XGIS energy range. This will enable corre-

lation of 3 independent signal trains over more than 2

decades in energy, which represents a good diagnostic

of models in a spectral region dominated by the com-

petition of particle acceleration and cooling. By inte-

grating the SXI and XGIS signals over a typical survey

mode pointing (2.3 ks), one obtains a good estimate of

the hardness ratio, whose time series can also be used

for cross-correlation with flux. In a net exposure time

of 35 ks (that can be acquired in one day), spectra of

excellent S/N can be constructed during outbursts, to

provide a reliable estimate of the shape and parameters

(see example of Mkn421 in Fig. 29).

Thanks to the month-long observing periods allowed

by the THESEUS pointing strategy (see percentages

of total observing time in Table 3), HBLs will be fol-

lowed over the entire excursion of their brightness (up

to factor 100) to study their X-ray duty cycle. The

broad energy range simultaneously covered by SXI and

XGIS will make it possible to investigate the change in

spectral curvature of the synchrotron spectra of these

sources, directly probing the mechanism of acceleration

of highly energetic electrons.

The extended observing periods also guarantee co-

ordination with TeV coverage by atmospheric Cherenkov

telescopes (eminently CTA) and at MeV-GeV energies

with satellites, to study high-frequency variability down

to timescales of hours or less. Complementary long mon-

itorings at optical (e.g. Rubin Observatory-LSST, THE-

SEUS IRT) and radio (Meerkat, ASKAP, SKA, ngVLA)

wavelengths will enhance the results and probe the con-

nection of multiple emitting regions.

At redshifts higher than ∼1, where TeV detection is

difficult owing to pair-creation opacity, the THESEUS

instruments can be used in coordination with future γ-

ray satellites, to follow the blazar emission in the bright-

est part of their spectrum. Besides providing insight

into the largest and most distant engines in the Uni-

verse, this simultaneous monitoring will build statistics

for the assessment of blazar cosmological evolution.

THESEUS’ primary asset in blazar research is the

large FOV of its cameras, which sets it entirely apart

from facilities with a small FOV. The latter must be

turned around in a target-of-opportunity mode after

outburst notification, which - given the typical ∼1 day

duration of a blazar flaring episode - results in their

ability to only follow the decaying part of the flare.

For blazars in visibility periods of the XGIS and SXI

cameras, these will follow the outburst since inception

and will monitor it for its entire duration.

A list of optimal radio-loud AGN for SXI and XGIS

monitoring is provided in Table 3. The well-known and

frequently monitored source 3C273 is a bright multi-

wavelength emitter that will be well detected. In the

X-ray spectrum of this source, both the beamed non-

thermal (jet) and unbeamed thermal (accretion flow)

radiation were detected (e.g. [322]). The combination of

SXI and XGIS will allow us to better characterize these

two components. It is a bright Fermi-LAT source, but

it has never been detected at TeV energies. The CTA

sensitivity may make its TeV detection possible, so that

correlated X-ray and MeV-to-TeV variability studies

may become finally affordable. The other sources are

all bright HBL and TeV emitters. Their X-ray bright-

ness and long THESEUS visibility periods will open un-

precedented windows into their multi-wavelength vari-

ability.

10 Tidal Disruption Events

Tidal disruption events (TDEs) are associated with the

catastrophic disruptions of stars passing too close to
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Source redshift Na
H Fluxb SXIc XGISc Visibilityd

0.3-10 keV 0.3-5 keV 2-30 keV
1020 cm−2 10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 counts s−1 counts s−1

Mkn 501 0.034 1.3 8 0.38 36.3 11%
Mkn 421 0.031 1.5 52 3.41 156.1 8%
1ES 0033+595 0.467 38.1 6 0.11 29.2 3%
PG 1553+113 >0.09 3.7 2 0.11 4.9 8%
3C 273 0.158 1.6 2 0.07 7.3 7%
PKS 2155-304 0.116 1.4 3 0.29 6.4 8%
H1426+428 0.129 1.1 1 0.05 1.6 9%
1ES 1959+650 0.048 10.7 9 0.41 24.1 2%

Table 3 X-ray bright Radio-loud AGN. a column density from [323]; b Unabsorbed flux; c Expected count rate; d Fraction
of total time in which the source will be in the SXI FOV.

Fig. 29 Simulated SXI and XGIS spectra of Mkn421 (35 ks
exposure, corresponding to 1 day of observation). An emis-
sion state similar to the one observed in April 2013 by IN-
TEGRAL has been taken as a reference (i.e. the spectrum
in the considered energy range is described by a logarithmic
parabola with an energy cutoff at 10 keV (see [321]).

the supermassive BHs (SMBHs) in the centres of their

host galaxies. At the tidal radius of the BH, the tidal

forces exceed the binding energy of the star causing

it to be torn apart [324]. Upon the encounter, about

half of the stellar mass is expected to be captured and

accreted by the BH on a timescale of about one year

[325], producing powerful flares with peak luminosities

of up to 1045 erg s−1 [326]. However, the duration of

TDEs is highly variable. Some of the TDEs detected

in X-rays are observable for only half a year (e.g. Swift

J2058.4+0516 [327]), whereas others, such as 3XMM

J150052.0+015452 [328] have stayed bright for more

than a decade. Why this should be the case is unclear.

The duration depends on the viscosity of the matter

[324], but such a long duration would require a very

(too) low viscosity. It may be linked to the mass of the

accreted star, or the circularisation of the debris stream

may be very inefficient due to weak general relativity

effects, so that there is a high mass fallback rate [329].

Increasing the sample of TDEs observed in X-rays and

modelling their X-ray lightcurves will help determine

the physical mechanism behind TDEs.

The emission from TDEs is expected to be thermal

in nature [324], with a temperature peaking in the soft

X-ray/UV, depending on the mass of the BH. The ef-

fective temperature scales as Teff ∝ r−3/4 [330], where

r is the radius, so the more massive BH show their

peak temperature in the UV. Indeed, the majority of

TDEs do show very soft thermal emission, peaking at

.0.1 keV [331,332,333,334]. However, a small percent-

age have shown much harder X-ray emission, notably

Swift J164449.3+573451 [335] and Swift J2058.4+0516

[336], which have X-ray spectra that can be fitted with

power laws and emission extending to hundreds of keV.

Why some TDEs show these much harder spectra is un-

clear. It may be due to a jet pointing towards us, e.g.

[337], but other mechanisms are also suggested [338].

Determining why we see some TDEs with hard spectra

is one area where THESEUS will be able to make head-

way, thanks to the hard X-ray/γ-ray telescope XGIS

which will be able to both discover and study these

sources and enlarge the very small sample of only 4 or

5 that we know today. Furthermore, if the hard emis-

sion is due to a jet pointing towards us, determining

the fraction of hard TDEs will give clues to the open-

ing angle of the jet.

Besides the stark differences between some TDEs

in X-rays, we also note that some are not detected in

X-rays at all, but only at longer wavelengths (UV, op-

tical, IR and/or radio). The origin of the UV/optical

TDE emission is unclear. It may be from reprocessing

of the X-ray emission from the accretion disk by opti-

cally thick material surrounding it [339,340], or from

shocks between the debris streams as they collide [341],

or a combination of both [342,343]. Some TDEs are

detected only in X-rays and not in the optical, and oth-

ers still are seen in both bands [337], as suggested by

[344]. To further complicate things, a TDE event was

also observed in the radio domain, but not in optical

or X-rays [345]. Why this should be the case is another
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open question regarding TDEs. It may simply be due

to the viewing angle, or obscuration by dust, or related

to an as yet unknown physical mechanism. Observing

TDEs with THESEUS with the X-ray and NIR tele-

scopes simultaneously will provide contemporary data

in several wavebands and therefore help us addressing

this question.

Observing TDEs from non-active galaxies is of par-

ticular interest, as this is perhaps the only way to di-

rectly reveal and study nuclear massive BH there. The

high luminosities of TDEs allow us to observe them up

to z ∼1 [336], which, together with their long dura-

tion, implies that TDEs are not rare events, despite

a low probability for such an event to occur in any

individual galaxy. Rates of tidal disruptions are esti-

mated to be (1.7+2.85
−1.27) ×10−4 gal−1 yr−1 (90% confi-

dence limit) [346]. To date, only about 90 TDEs have

been detected3, about half of which in X-rays and most

of the others in the optical/IR. The soft emission can be

modelled to determine the mass of the BH, the accre-

tion mechanism and, if the event is close and therefore

bright, to detect an iron line, allowing us to put limits

on the BH spin [347]. As the tidal radius of the BH

must be outside of the Schwarzschild radius for us to

observe the event, it is only for the lower mass BHs (<

108 M�) that we detect these events, which may al-

low us then to detect the extremely rare intermediate

mass BHs (IMBH, 102−5 M�). Finding these objects

is important in understanding the origin and growth of

SMBHs. SMBHs can not form from stellar mass BH,

as even continuously accreting at the Eddington limit,

they would never reach masses as high as ∼109 M� ob-

served in a massive quasar at z ∼7.1 [348] or the 8×108

M� BH found at z=7.54 (0.69 Gyr) [349]. Different the-

ories propose that the IMBH could either merge and/or

accrete to create SMBH (see [350,351,352] for reviews).

However, few good IMBH candidates are known. The

large sample of TDEs discovered with THESEUS will

help us to determine the demographics of massive BHs

as well as to find IMBHs (there should be several de-

tected per year, see below), which are thought to be

the building blocks of supermassive BHs. Identifying

the host galaxies and their masses will also help iden-

tify the formation mechanism of IMBHs which is still

disputed. Another possibility is that accretion could oc-

cur beyond the Eddington limit for a long period of

time, but to date, the physical mechanism is not re-

ally understood. Again, observing TDEs in which a pe-

riod of super-Eddington accretion is expected [353] and

modelling the emission could help us understand the

physical mechanism behind super-Eddington accretion.

3 https://tde.space/
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Fig. 30 Top: The lightcurve of XMM SL1J0740-85 observed
with the XMM-Newton slew survey in the 0.2-2 keV band
(reproduced with permission from [354]). Bottom : Simulation
of a TDE lightcurve similar to XMM SL1J0740-85 as seen
with the SXI. Details such as flares can be discerned, and
the decay rate can easily be determined. Further dedicated
pointed observations could also be taken to refine the long
term lightcurve.

Studying TDEs is therefore essential for understanding

the origin and growth of SMBHs.

High-cadence observations of sources over a month

every year with the SXI, see Fig. 30, and over two

months every six months with the XGIS (thanks to its

larger FoV), will allow many TDEs to be discovered (see

below) and a detailed lightcurve to be recorded. This is

essential to determine the BH and the disrupted star’s

mass through modelling [355]. Through modelling the

lightcurves, it will also be possible to identify if the

SMBH is in fact in a binary system, an important in-

formation for the future LISA mission. The spectral

evolution will also be monitored to study how the ac-

cretion evolves, either through standard accretion disk

state changes [328], or in some other way. Furthermore,

the evolution of any hard emission could also be fol-

lowed to understand the origin of this emission.

THESEUS will fly at a similar time to Athena, which

has a small field of view and will therefore not discover
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Fig. 31 Simulation of a typical, soft TDE (kT=50 eV,
NH=1×1021 cm−2) observed for 20 ks with the SXI with
a flux of ∼1×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1.

many TDEs. THESEUS will therefore be able to dis-

cover TDEs that can be followed up with Athena, and

notably with the high resolution Integral Field Spec-

trometer, X-IFU. This will allow the iron line to be

detected and modelled to determine the BH mass and

spin, absorption and emission lines to determine the

metallicity of the environment using the light from the

TDE and to detect outflows, to study reverberation to

probe the structure of the accretion flow.

The IRT will be very useful in following up NIR

counterparts that will help us to understand if the view-

ing angle causes some TDEs to be seen in the optical

domain and not in the X-ray whilst others in the X-

ray and not the optical, and others still are seen in

both. 87% of the TDEs detected in the optical to date4

could be detected with the THESEUS IRT. The NIR

counterparts can be detected simultaneously with the

IRT, but follow-up with other optical telescopes, such

as Zwicky Transient Facility or IFUs such as WEAVE

on the William Herschel Telescope, will also provide

an optical spectrum. In addition, TDEs offer a unique

opportunity to study the interstellar medium within

a few parsecs around them. The UV and soft X-rays

from TDEs can ionise the surrounding gas and the

subsequent recombination produces spectral signatures,

which can be absorbed and re-emitted by the local dust

and provide “echos” observable in the IR, lasting a few

years. Such phenomena will be readily detectable with

THESEUS.

To estimate the number of TDEs observed by THE-

SEUS per year, we will consider both the SXI and the

4 https://tde.space/

XGIS. As described above the majority of tidal disrup-

tion events are soft, where the thermal emission peaks

at .0.1 keV, see Fig. 31. They will be detected mainly

with the SXI. The majority (approximately 66% [337])

of the sources remain bright for about a month or so and

then the flux drops off slowly, broadly following a de-

cline in flux proportional to t−5/3 [324]. The large, FoV

of the SXI and the pointing strategy that covers approx-

imately 19% of the sky several times per day (average

exposure per pointing, 2.3 ks) for approximately one

month, before returning to the same point a year later,

is ideally suited to detecting TDEs. In a single point-

ing, fluxes of the order of 5×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 are

reached. Over a day, fluxes of the order of 1×10−11 erg

cm−2 s−1 can be achieved. Cumulating the exposures

over a month, the sensitivity is ∼ 1×10−12 erg cm−2

s−1. Taking the average maximum luminosity observed

of the TDEs, ∼2.8×1043 erg s−1 [337], TDEs can be

detected out to a luminosity distance of ∼480 Mpc. In

theory, TDEs can be detected out to higher distances

as a BH of 108 M� accreting at the Eddington lumi-

nosity would have a luminosity of ∼ 1046 erg s−1, so

this could be detected out to ∼1.3 Gpc. The average

distance is therefore a conservative value. Taking the

number density of galaxies to be 0.02 galaxies Mpc−3

[356,357,358], there are about 2 ×106 galaxies in the

volume out to 480 Mpc. Using the rate of tidal disrup-

tion events given above, this gives about 340 TDEs per

year. We will assume 300 in the following. Assuming a

conservative 15% of the sky covered in a month, whilst

the TDE is bright, this translates to 30 (300 × 0.15 ×
0.66 × 45) soft, “short” TDEs per year.

The other third of TDEs remain bright for a longer

duration before fading, on average 3 months [337]. Us-

ing the same values as above, but considering that a

larger fraction of the sky will be observed during the

three months (∼40%), then we expect 40 longer TDEs

to be detected per year. As mentioned above, we now

have examples of TDEs that remain bright for more

than a decade, so again this is a conservative estimate.

We also expect the XGIS to detect TDEs. Given

that this detector is less sensitive than the SXI, it is un-

likely that it will detect many of the soft TDEs, but it is

very likely that it will detect the harder TDEs that have

spectra that can be described by hard power laws. After

finding 9 candidate hard TDEs in the Swift/BAT data,

[338] propose a rate of 2 ×10−5 galaxy−1 yr−1 for these

hard events. The large, field of view of the XGIS and

the pointing strategy that covers approximately 44% of

the sky per day for approximately two months, before

returning to the same point six months later, is also well

suited to detecting TDEs. In a single pointing, fluxes of

the order of 1×10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 are reached. Cumu-
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lating the exposures over two months, the sensitivity is

∼ 1×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1. Taking the peak luminosity

observed for this handful of TDEs, ∼1×1044 erg s−1

[338], TDEs can be detected out to a a luminosity dis-

tance of ∼290 Mpc, so 4.8 ×105 galaxies in this volume.

Using the estimated rate of tidal disruption events for

hard TDEs, this gives about 10 hard TDEs per year.

These objects are bright for approximately two months,

in which time 88% of the sky is covered so almost 10

hard TDEs will be detected per year. Some of these will

also be observed with the SXI.

We therefore expect of the order 80 TDEs to be

detected per year with THESEUS. Some of these will

occur around IMBH, although their number is uncer-

tain. Taking the method proposed by [329], 4πdlim/3 ×
nGC× 10−7, and supposing that there may be an IMBH

in every globular cluster and then calculating the num-

ber of globular clusters per Mpc3 (nGC) to be 100 [329],

we may expect 1000 per year all sky, as these TDEs

have soft spectra and are detected with luminosities up

to the Eddington limit for a BH of mass 1 × 105 M�,

namely a luminosity of ∼1×1043 erg s−1 (e.g. [359]).

Therefore, they can be detected out to dlim ∼288 Mpc.

These TDE have durations similar to the TDEs around

SMBH and therefore we could expect 150 detectable

with the SXI. This seems very high, probably due to

the assumption that there is an IMBH in every globu-

lar cluster. Taking the number of IMBH detected in the

known population of TDEs, ∼5%, then we could per-

haps more realistically expect around 4 of the observed

TDEs per year to be around IMBH.

To validate this estimate of the number of TDEs per

year discovered by THESEUS, we make the compari-
son with eROSITA [360], which has an energy response

and sensitivity similar to that of the THESEUS SXI.

[360] adopted a limiting flux of ∼10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

for eROSITA, which is comparable to the expected SXI

sensitivity although a significantly longer exposure is

required in the latter case (i.e. 1 month compared to

1 ks), which is, however, not an issue for events last-

ing months. This implies that this estimate can also be

directly applied to SXI which should detect a compara-

ble number of TDE candidates, i.e. ∼100-1000 TDE/yr

for the assumed limiting flux of 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

(confusion-limited sensitivity) and using Eq. 16 from

[360]. Observations during the first year of eROSITA in-

dicate a value closer to the lower boundary (P. Jonker,

priv. comm.). This is in line with the numbers estimated

above. A more recent study [361], indicates that <10 of

these TDEs will be around IMBH.

Considering that the lifetimes planned for the THE-

SEUS and eROSITA missions are also comparable, one

may expect, therefore, that THESEUS may double the

Fig. 32 Observations of the hard TDE Swift J1644+57. The
red dashed line shows the detection limit for each pointing of
approximately 2.3 ks several times a day with the SXI (0.2–6
keV). It is obvious that a highly detailed lightcurve can be
obtained of a similar event.

sample of TDEs detected by eROSITA. It may also

be possible to follow-up any long duration TDEs de-

tected with eROSITA towards the end of its lifetime.

More importantly, THESEUS will also provide detailed

lightcurves for TDE candidates, see for example Fig. 32,

which is not possible with the eROSITA all-sky survey

which scans a given position only every six months.

These lightcurves could be further improved using ded-

icated follow-up observations with THESEUS. Search-

ing for TDEs in real time, will allow us to make good

quality follow-up observations with other observatories,

rapidly. Finally, THESEUS will also provide X-ray spec-

tral information (also providing a handle on SMBH

mass) and distance to the host galaxy thorough follow-

up with IRT, which will allow a deeper study of individ-

ual TDEs, and make THESEUS a very capable machine

for study of these extraordinary events.

11 Supernovae

11.1 Thermonuclear SNe

Type Ia SNe can be understood in terms of explo-

sions of white dwarfs (WD) in binary systems, dis-

rupted by thermodynamical burning fronts. The ap-

parent homogeneity in their optical light curves and

spectra is a direct result of the nuclear physics which

governs the WD structure and the explosion. Potential

progenitor systems include those composed of two WDs

(double degenerate) and those composed of a WD with

a non-degenerate donor (single-degenerate). The trig-

gering mechanisms of the explosion of the C/O WD
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may be compressional heat in the center, leading to the

favored Chandrasekhar mass (MCh) scenario, the sur-

face He detonation triggering the C/O ignition in sub-

MCh WD, or friction during the dynamical merging of

two WDs.

The connection between progenitors system and en-

vironment is largely unknown. A direct probe of the

connecting layers requires advances in the time domain

observations, with thermonuclear burning temperatures

and interactions with velocities in excess of 10,000 km

s−1, i.e. X-ray observations. The physical size sets the

time-scales from ∼0.5 s to weeks. THESEUS will di-

rectly probe this mostly uncharted territory. The yearly

SNe rate is 0.75, 6 and 750 for distances of 10, 20 and

100 Mpc [362]. Depending on the realization, the values

below are ‘best’ estimates in the realm of unknowns.

The relevant phases for X-ray emission are: a) the

shock-breakout, b) the interaction with the material

bound in the system, and c) the interaction with low

density material in the environment produced during

the progenitor evolution.

11.1.1 Shock breakout

The time-scale for the shock breakout is governed by

cooling and nuclear burning [363]. Similar to short GRBs,

the spectral peak shifts in the XGIS band on time-scales

of seconds, followed by a tail in the soft X-range cov-

ered by the SXI. Differences in the time scale may allow

to distinguish the progenitors and explosion scenario.

For pure C/O mixtures for C-accreting for single or

dynamical double degenerate systems, nuclear burning

time scales (12C(12C, γ)24Mg) are longer than 10 s, pre-

venting ongoing nuclear burning leading to an evolution

shown in Fig. 33. Since the volume increases by a fac-

tor of ∼1000 during the first second, adiabatic cooling

leads to rapid flux decline, below the detection limit

for XGIS, within several tenth of a second. Possible de-

tections with SXI are limited to 5-10 minutes, putting

into reach only SNe Ia within 5 Mpc. This corresponds

to an expected rate of about 0.5 to 1 SNe Ia in the

entire sky, during the nominal mission duration of ∼4

yrs. However, in both currently favoured scenarios (i.e.

He-triggered detonations of sub-MCh and MCh explo-

sions), surface He-layers of (0.5 − 5) × 10−2M� and

(0.5− 5)× 10−4M� respectively, are expected for most

progenitors [364,365,366], producing mixed C/He lay-

ers. As a consequence, the nuclear burning time scales

of ∼0.1 s via 12C(α, γ)16O results in strong continuous

heating, which lasts up to several seconds during the

expansion phase and delays the phase of rapidly adi-

abatic cooling. The boost of the early luminosity and

the longer duration lead to a factor ∼100 increase in the

X-ray flux. We may then expect about 3-4 detections

with XGIS and SXI. Even a non-detection will provide

valuable information about the progenitor because the

position and timing of nearby SNe Ia are known from

optical surveys.

11.1.2 Interaction with bound material and the nearby

environment

The interaction between the SNIe Ia ejecta and the

matter bound in the system with the progenitor [367,

368,369], and the interaction between the SN ejecta

and the progenitor wind will produce X-rays [370,371].

The expected size of the relevant regions are between

∼ 1012 cm for the matter bound in the system to a

few times ∼ 1015 cm for the close environment which

shows the imprint of progenitor system and the accel-

eration region of the wind just prior to the explosion.

This translates to a duration ranging from minutes to

days. The flux shown in Fig. 34 translates to about

10−10 erg cm−2 s−1 for SNe distances of 20 to 30 Mpc,

which is well within the detection limits of SXI. De-

pending on the mass loss of the progenitor system and

the material bound in the system, we may detect up to

few dozens SNe Ia over the lifetime of THESEUS. Note

that even a non-detection would constrain the configu-

ration and, thus, provide important information about

these objects.

11.1.3 Interaction with circumstellar material

At larger distances, the environment is dominated by

the progenitor wind/interstellar medium interaction. The

interaction with the ISM produces a forward shock re-

gion and an inner, low-density void [372,373,374]. We

expect no significant interaction of SN-ejecta within the

void. For example, in case of SN2014J, a nearby SN

at 6.5 Mpc, X-rays have not been detected by XMM-

Newton and Chandra. However, when the SN ejecta,

some 10 to 300 years after the explosion, reach the for-

ward shock front at a distance between 0.1 to 30 pc

[373], there is revival of X-ray emission similar to the

wind interaction of phase b) described above.

11.2 Core-Collapse supernovae

11.2.1 Shock breakout

Shock breakouts (SBOs) in CC SNe produced by Wolf–Rayet

stars, as well as by red and blue supergiants, are ex-

pected to appear as bright X-ray bursts lasting 10–1000

s and with luminosity in the range 1043–46 erg s−1 .

Such stars are the likely progenitors of Type Ibc and
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Fig. 33 Expected flux as a function of time for a Type Ia
SN at 10 Mpc for the thermonuclear shock break out with a
H/He/C mixed layer (peak luminosity = 5 × 1048 erg s−1 ),
which can be detected with XGIS over 1 to 10 s [363,370,
374].

Fig. 34 Expected flux as a function of time for a Type Ia SN
at 10 Mpc due to the interaction within the Roche-lobe with
a mass-outflow 10−3...−6M�, which may be within reach of
SXI for integration times of 1 to 10 ks [363,370,374]. The
onset of the interaction provides a direct measure of the size
of the cavity and wind-properties of the progenitor.

most Type II SNe, which occur at rates of 2.6 × 10−5

and 4.5× 10−5 Mpc−3yr−1, respectively [375]. SXI and

XGIS can detect shock breakouts for SN up to distances

of 50 Mpc, leading to an estimated rate of at least one

event per year [1]. Simulations of the only robust ev-

idence of a shock breakout (SBO 080109 at 25 Mpc,

serendipitously detected with Swift/XRT [376]) show

that this source could have been detected with the SXI

at ∼5σ level with an exposure of 400 s (assuming a

power law spectrum with photon index 2.3 and absorp-

tion column of 7× 1021 cm−2 in excess to the Galactic

one [376]). The SN associated with SBO 080109 has

been identified as a type Ib (i.e. showing conspicuous

He lines) from a Wolf-Rayet progenitor, with ejected

mass of ∼ 7 M� and a kinetic energy of ∼6×1051 erg

[377], while the radius was estimated of the order of 1-

10 R� depending on the assumed model [378]. In fact,

since the estimated blackbody radius is smaller than

that of a typical WR star, the X-ray emission could be

related to the thermal cocoon of a jet or outflow, rather

than to a spherical SBO.

Features moving at ∼ 105 km s−1 have been recently

detected in the early spectra of a SN associated with

a GRB, which have been interpreted as signatures of

a jet-cocoon [379]. The diagnostic power of soft X-rays

(and possibly also hard X-rays) detected with THE-

SEUS may be crucial in discerning the nature of the

emission. The frequency of these events [380] justifies

some optimism about the probability that at least a

handful may be seen by THESEUS. Particularly, these

observations have the potential to clarify whether or not

the relativistic jets can provide an alternative mecha-

nism, other than neutrino re-heating, to driving CC-

SNe to the final explosion [381]. Also, the cocoon X-

ray emissions associated with short GRBs might be one

of the best promising electromagnetic counterpart for

GWs merger signals [382].

Wolf-Rayet stars are expected to produce harder

SBO with respect to the more absorbed emission from

red or blue supergiants and, in this regard, THESEUS

is better suited to observe these events with respect to

X-ray all sky monitors limited to the soft band below

a few keV. SBOs are temporally closer to the possible

GW events than the optical CC SNe counterparts, thus

their detection can mark with more precision the start

time of the GW signals. This would prove extremely

helpful, if not crucial, for the challenging signal search

process [383] and THESEUS in synergies with the 3G

network will perfectly respond to this need.

Early X-rays from the nearby SN2006aj (z = 0.033),

manifesting as the X-ray Flash 060218 [384], have a

debated origin, as classical SBO emission would be too

luminous [385]. Again, the strict simultaneity of soft

and hard X-ray measurements with THESEUS for a

similar case may remove the uncertainty by favouring

a more accurate mapping of the circumstellar material

(CSM) in which the shock is expanding, thus providing

a clearer identification of the emission mechanism.

11.2.2 Late time emission

Medium-late time soft and hard X-ray emission is pro-

duced by interaction of the shock with the CSM and

ejecta and can last from days to years, before leaving

room to a fully fledged SN remnant nebula [386]. The

luminosities, typically around ∼ 1037 − 1038 erg s−1,

convert, however, to elusive flux levels at typical SN
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distances (100-200 Mpc). More rarely, luminosities up

to a few ∼ 1040 erg s−1 can be reached (see,e.g., the

case of SN2014C [387]). Thus, very nearby (10 Mpc)

CC SNe may be detected by THESEUS and would, to-

gether with radio data, map the CSM radial distribu-

tion, which in turn is related to the progenitor’s evolu-

tion. X-ray emission results also from the interaction of

the SN shock front with the environment. In some cases

(e.g., type IIn SNe, but also stripped-envelope SNe), the

X-ray emission implies the presence of massive shells

ejected from the progenitor star years to centuries be-

fore the stellar collapse. The structure and dynamics

of these shells (and, from there, their origin) may be

studied by detailed X-ray coverage of a sample of SNe.

Superluminous SNe are equally elusive in X-rays

(barring the high energy emission from a GRB occa-

sionally associated with them [388]), and represent an

almost entirely uncharted territory [389,390]. The de-

tection and study of (rare) nearby sources with THE-

SEUS would represent a big breakthrough in the op-

portunity they provide to get insight into the Superlu-

minous SNe engine.

12 Fast Radio Bursts

Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs, see [391,392] for reviews)

are currently one of the most mysterious class of astro-

nomical sources. Despite having been recorded by radio

telescopes since 2002 (although recognized only later

[393]), their true nature is still unknown and numerous

models involving very different explanations have been

proposed [394]. This resembles the case of GRBs in the
first two or three decades after their discovery, but with

the important difference that it was soon realized that

FRBs are extragalactic. From the observational point

of view, FRBs are very intense and short radio pulses,

characterized by a dispersion measure5 in excess of that

attributable to the Milky Way in their direction. A sub-

set of FRBs have been seen to repeat, and two of them

with a periodic pattern of activity [395,396]. It is not

clear yet if the remaining ones, detected only once, are

also repeating sources with much longer duty cycles or

really one-off events. Thanks to the FRB localisation

improvement by the current radio interferometers, thir-

teen galaxies have been firmly identified as FRB hosts.

These allowed us to precisely measure their redshift and

to get information on host stellar population and local

FRB environment, which may help in understanding

the progenitor nature (e.g. [397,398,399]). Knowledge

5 The dispersion measure is the integral of the electron
density along the line of sight, DM =

∫
ne dl. Photons of

frequency ν are delayed proportionally to DM/ν2.

of the distances also allowed to determine the energy

requirement, which corresponds to isotropic radio lu-

minosities in the range 1038 − 1046 erg s−1.

Several of the models proposed for FRBs are based

on magnetars, strongly magnetized neutron stars pow-

ered by magnetic energy (see Sect. 7). These models

have recently received strong support with the discov-

ery, on 2020 April 28, of an extremely bright radio pulse

from the known magnetar SGR 1935+2154 [400,401].

This radio pulse had many similarities with FRBs (the

only difference being a DM consistent with the mag-

netar location in the Galaxy) and it occurred simulta-

neously with an X-ray burst which had a particularly

hard spectrum [402].

The likely association with magnetars makes FRBs

extremely interesting targets for THESEUS. The new

generations of radio telescopes will detect hundreds of

FRBs each day, many of which will fall in the SXI/XGIS

field of view. Combining THESEUS with these wide-

field, sensitive radio monitoring observations will allow

us to investigate the connection between magnetars and

FRBs. Even if it is possible that the mystery of FRB’s

nature will be solved by that time, multi-wavelength

observations of a large sample of FRBs will be funda-

mental to study these sources and to apply them to

cosmology and fundamental physics problems, as it is

now well demonstrated in the analogous field of GRB

research.

As discussed above, THESEUS will certainly be able

to detect bursts from Galactic magnetars. On the other

hand, the possibility to reveal high-energy emission from

FRB at extragalactic distances is more difficult to as-

sess. In Fig. 35 we show the estimated maximum dis-

tance at which the SXI (black lines) and the XGIS (red

lines) can detect bursting emission from a FRB as a

function of the ratio between radio and X-ray fluence

FR/FX (the data available up to now indicate that this

ratio spans a very large range). The dashed lines in-

dicate the range of uncertainty due to the unknown

absorption. They refer to the cases of 1020 and 1022

cm−2.

13 Other extragalactic transients

13.1 Fast Evolving Luminous Transients

The Fast Evolving luminous transients (FELTs) are a

new and rare class of extragalactic transients that have

peak bolometric luminosities & 1043 erg s−1 and reach

the peak in a timescale of days. Their origin is debated,

but scenarios involve an engine driven explosion, a su-

pernova in a dense environment or a TDE. In 2018, the

Cow (short name for AT2018cow, [404]) became the
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Fig. 35 Maximum distance for detection of a burst from a
FRB for SXI (black) and XGIS (red) as a function of the ratio
between radio and X-ray fluence FR/FX (see text for details).
For these estimates we scaled the properties of the 2020 April
28 burst, using the Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope X-ray
spectrum [403] for the SXI estimates, and the INTEGRAL
spectrum [402] for the XGIS ones. For the SXI we have re-
quired a minimum fluence of 5 counts, which constitutes a sig-
nificant detection in the observed duration (∼0.5 s) of these
short events. The dashed lines indicate the range of uncer-
tainty due the unknown absorption (they refer to NH=1020

and 1022 cm−2). The red triangles indicate the only values
of FR/FX measured to date from two Galactic magnetars,
while the blue region indicates typical lower limits inferred
from the non-detection of high energy emission from extra-
galactic FRB. The green dashed lines indicate the distances of
the Magellanic Couds, the Andromeda galaxy and the Virgo
cluster.

prototype of FELTs. It showed several peculiar charac-

teristics among which there is its high X-ray luminosity

(∼ 1043 erg s−1 ) 3 days after the optical discovery, a

unique rapid X-ray variability with timescale of a few

days in soft X-rays (0.3− 10 keV) and a hint for a pos-

sible periodicity at ∼4 days [405], X-ray emission that

lasted for several weeks after peak and a non chang-

ing soft X-ray spectrum [406]. It also showed a vari-

able X-ray component at energies E > 10 keV [405],

and flare-like variability in IR with duration of 2-3 days

[407]. Besides the Cow, other 2 FELTs have shown X-

ray emission: AT2020xnd for which X-rays were also

detected at early times (∼21–27 days after explosion),

but only in the soft band [408], and CRTS-CSS161010,

for which X-rays were detected at late times (99–130

days after explosion, [409]). These observations suggest

that early soft X-ray emission is a signature of FELTs.

THESEUS will allow the detailed study of these tran-

sients by performing simultaneous observations in the

hard and soft X-rays, as well as in the NIR band. The

sensitivity and fast-slew capabilities of THESEUS will

permit to obtain information on the variability of the

FELTs in these bands and to investigate whether there

is a possible correlation among them, shedding light on

the origin of these energetic transients. Based on cur-

rent optical detection rates (e.g.,[410]), it is expected

that SXI, with its large field of view, will detect ∼ 30

FELTs per year.

13.2 Fast X-ray Transients

X-ray surveys often discover new types of objects with

characteristics not seen before. The first Fast X-ray

Transient serendipitously discovered in a Chandra pointed

observation was announced in 2013 [411]: a fast rise

(∼10 sec) with a double peak (lasting ∼ 100 s) followed

by a fast decline in ∼ 100 s and a subsequent slower

gradual decline until the end of the Chandra observa-

tion 2× 104 s later. Several other fast transient events

have been reported since, in both Chandra and XMM-

Newton observations [412,413,414,415]. Although they

share some similarities, there are also differences that

might point to a variety of interpretations. For exam-

ple, the fast transient CDF-S XT2 showed a plateau in

its light curve, consistent with power injection from a

millisecond magnetar [414].

The strongest constraint on a counterpart to these

transients comes from a serendipitous VLT observation

where no counterpart was found at mR < 25.7 within

80 minutes [413]. Viable models explaining these events

include an orphan GRB, a low luminosity GRB and a

jetted TDE. The origin of this class of fast transients

remains to be established, requiring wide-field X-ray in-

struments to find a good number of nearer objects, cou-

pled with the most sensitive telescopes at other wave-

lengths to complete the picture and especially to pro-

vide the much needed transient counterpart that will

allow a firm spectroscopic redshift to be determined.

[412] and [416] provide a rate estimate (proportional to

grasp), which for the SXI amounts to ∼ 50 − 60 per

year.

14 Discussion

14.1 THESEUS as a transient-discovery machine

THESEUS will provide rapid alerts enabling to trig-

ger observations with other facilities. Such alerts will

come not only from the discovery of new sources, but

also from the detection of peculiar states in known

sources that will be regularly monitored. Galactic X-ray

binaries containing compact objects provide a wealth

of different phenomena for which the alerts (and in
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many cases also the subsequent follow-up) with THE-

SEUS will be fundamental. Besides the classical soft

and hard X-ray transients containing NS or BH, other

particularly interesting cases are outbursts from novae,

thermonuclear super-bursts in low mass XRB, transi-

tional accreting millisecond pulsars, and SFXTs. All

these sources reach high luminosities during their out-

bursts allowing detailed studies. In addition, THESEUS

will have the sensitivity to detect also the Very faint

X-ray transients, a class of sources reaching only lower

peak luminosities (< 1036 erg s−1) and of still unknown

nature.

Other classes of Galactic sources for which THE-

SEUS triggers will be fundamental include stars un-

dergoing super-flares and magnetars. THESEUS obser-

vations of super-flares, in synergy with future ground-

based observatories, will allow the application of stellar

flare diagnostic techniques that require a high signal-

to-noise ratio, providing a unique opportunity to see

whether solar flare physics can be extrapolated in a

variety of stellar environments. Outbursts and short

bursts from several Galactic magnetars will be discov-

ered and/or studied by THESEUS, and also giant flares

from magnetars in nearby galaxies will be within reach

of the SXI and XGIS instruments.

Among extragalactic sources, of particular interest

are tidal disruption events, hyperluminous X-ray sources,

supernovae, changing-look AGNs and flaring episodes

in blazars. THESEUS triggers will enable rapid follow-

up observations with the most powerful multiwavelength

facilities available in the 30’s, such as SKA in radio, the

30-m aperture telescopes in the optical, Athena in X-

rays, and CTA at high-energy γ-rays. Also high-energy

neutrino detectors, that will reach better sensitivities

thanks to planned upgrades, will be extremely relevant

in this context.

14.2 THESEUS as a survey facility

Thanks to the large field of view of THESEUS’s instru-

ments and its observing strategy, a wide energy band

coverage and high sensitivity will be combined with a

long and high-cadence coverage of individual sources.

This will result in a higher overall sensitivity compared

to the already operating facilities of this type, and en-

able variability studies on timescales and flux levels not

accessible previously. THESEUS will provide spectral

information for all detected sources in a wide energy

range from 0.3 keV to several MeV. This will enable

the simultaneous analysis of broadband spectral vari-

ability, currently only feasible with expensive dedicated

campaigns, and will yield important information about

accretion physics on WDs and NSs in Galactic X-ray bi-

naries, as well as on black holes on all mass scales from

stellar to super massive. Several classes of sources will

be studied thanks to the observations of large samples,

enabling systematic studies of their spectral-variability

properties.

The high sensitivity of SXI in the soft X-ray will

lead to the detection of a large number of stellar flares

from chromospherically active stars. This will permit a

systematic study of the occurrence frequency and lumi-

nosity function of X-ray flares thanks to the collection

of large and unbiased samples from various classes of

active stars.

It will be possible to study the outburst cycle of

dwarf novae and of LMXBs, important to obtain insight

into the physics of accretion disks and their boundary

layers, and to investigate the variability properties on

different timescale of particular classes of XRBs, such

as the transitional millisecond pulsars and the SFXTs.

The resulting THESEUS database will be fundamental

to investigate new theoretical frameworks for accretion

physics onto WDs and for the interaction between ac-

cretion flows and NS magnetospheres. SXI will detect

about one AGN in each typical pointing and it will

be possible to see state evolution, like seen in X-ray

binaries, and to constrain accretion duty cycles. THE-

SEUS will monitor of order hundreds of thousands of

AGN in the low-z Universe ( z < 0.3), and can catch

new changing look AGN events in the act, allowing us

to probe the response of AGN structural components

to drastic changes in accretion rate. Long and inten-

sive coverage of radio-loud AGN will allow for unprece-

dented monitoring and variability duty cycle investiga-

tion. These will feed new constraints to inhomogeneous

jet models, made necessary by recent multi-wavelength

observations, and by hitherto few precious UHE neu-

trino detections. The SXI and XGIS sensitivity and

that of CTA will enable simultaneous monitoring at

soft and hard X-rays and TeV energies on hour- and

sub-hour timescales, that match the characteristic light-

crossing times of the emitting regions down to a few

Schwarzschild radii. At the same time, plentiful large

and sensitive ground-based optical and infrared cam-

eras (and the THESEUS IRT) and extremely sensitive

radio facilities will follow the development of the per-

turbation at the larger scales, making a fully resolved

and complete description of the outburst propagation

possible.

14.3 Observatory science with THESEUS

A space-based NIR telescope like the IRT on THE-

SEUS will be attractive to a wide range of investiga-
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tors and can be used to address important questions in

a plethora of scientific areas. The chance to use THE-

SEUS to observe substantial samples of interesting sources,

both known and newly discovered, to appropriate depths

and cadences, while the mission is searching for GRBs,

provides opportunities for additional science that will

be implemented through a Guest Observer (GO) pro-

gram. THESEUS will maintain a list of core-programme

targets, augmented with targets from a competed GO

programme, with all observations planned and executed

by the THESEUS mission operations team, while THE-

SEUS operates in Survey Mode. Some science objec-

tives based on the use of the IRT, complemented by

SXI and XGIS data, have been discussed in the previ-

ous sections. In addition, we mention here a few other

examples and refer to the accompanying paper [?] for

more details.

A space-borne IR spectrograph is able to investigate

a range of cometary emission and absorption features,

without being restricted to specific atmospheric bands,

and with full access to all water and ice features, im-

possible to observe from the ground. Several tens of

comets per year are likely to be observable as they pass

through the inner solar system, evolving through their

approach to and recession from perihelion. IR spectra

of large samples of stars with transiting planets can be

obtained by THESEUS. By 2030, tens of thousands of

transiting planets will be known, spread widely over

the sky, and with well-determined transit times, which

can be scheduled well in advance to search for potential

atmospheric signatures in IR absorption spectroscopy.

A prompt spectroscopic IR survey for supernovae

that are found taking place out to several tens of Mpc,

unencumbered by atmospheric effects, is likely to re-

main attractive beyond 2030, and will help to resolve

remaining questions about the impact of environment

and metallicity on the nature of supernovae and their

reliability as standard candles. Without sensitive IR

spectroscopy, these questions might not be resolved.

The availability of the full spectral window is partic-

ularly helpful for observations of emission-line galaxies

and AGN, for which key diagnostic lines are redshifted

out of the optical band from the ground at redshifts

z ∼0.7. IRT will enable Hα spectral surveys of interest-

ing classes of the most luminous galaxies, and AGN all

the way to z ∼2-3. Furthermore, the THESEUS mission

will provide a useful time baseline out to several years,

to see potential changes in the appearance of AGN spec-

tra, and to confirm any changes by revisiting selected

targets.

15 Conclusions

The wide fields of view and high sensitivity of the SXI

and XGIS instruments on THESEUS offer great oppor-

tunities in the study of practically all classes of Galactic

and extra-Galactic variable X-ray sources. The massive

grasp (effective area × field of view) and spectral cover-

age offered by these instruments will reveal the violent

Universe as it happens in real time, bringing three great

benefits:

– the large FOV results in quite unprecedentedly fre-

quent observations. Such frequent long-term mon-

itoring opens up previously unavailable timescales

for study, giving access to physical processes which

would otherwise be missed.

– The high-cadence situational awareness of the sky

enables the discovery of new rapid phenomena to

be broadcast promptly to the world’s greatest astro-

nomical facilities for immediate follow-up, so catch-

ing vital source types in revealing new states.

– The very wide energy bandwidth provides a new

opportunity to constrain the emission processes at

work in a wide range of source types. The great sen-

sitivity will vastly expand the classes of high energy

emitters studied.

Additionally, the use of the IRT for selected sources fur-

ther broadens the scientific scope by allowing for unique

multi-wavelength monitoring as well as to implement a

Guest Observer program to study interesting NIR tar-

gets, in parallel with the normal operating mode opti-

mized for the discovery of high-redshift GRBs.

Appendix

The SXI instruments is characterized by a low back-

ground rate, allowing the significant detection of faint

sources providing small numbers of counts. It is there-

fore necessary to consider Poisson statistics to define

the instrument sensitivity in these cases.

For an exposure time of duration T , we define the

source detection threshold, CTHR(T ), as the number

of counts that has a small probability P1 of being ex-

ceeded by a statistical fluctuation of the background. If

the background count rate in the detector region used

to extract the source counts is RBKG, the threshold is

defined by the following equation

PPOISS(≥ CTHR|RBKGT ) = P1

where PPOISS(≥ N |µ) is the integral Poisson proba-

bility with average µ (i.e. the probability of observing

N or more counts when µ counts are expected). When
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Fig. 36 SXI sensitivity as a function of exposure time. The
lower curve (black) gives the count rate corresponding to a
95% probability to exceed a threshold of 3σ (P1=1.35×10−3),
while the upper curve (red) gives the count rate corre-
sponding to a 99% probability to exceed a threshold of 5σ
(P1=3×10−7). The assumed background rate of 8.371×10−3

cts s−1 is appropriate for a source extraction region of 675
arcmin2.

searching for GRBs, the value of P1 must be sufficiently

small to reduce the number of false triggers to an ac-

ceptable level, also taking into account the large num-

ber of independent sky positions in the SXI field of

view and of time intervals that are continuosly moni-

tored (for example, P1=10−10 was used in simulations

to estimate GRB detection rates). On the other hand,

less conservative thresholds can be used for non-GRB

sources.

In addition to the probability P1 used to define

the detection threshold, in order to derive the instru-

ment sensitivity we need to specifiy another probability

value, P2. This is used to derive the source count rate

RSRC that has a reasonable probability of exceeding the

threshold:

PPOISS(≥ CTHR|(RSRC +RBKG)T ) = P2.

The SXI sensitivity curves shown in Fig. 36 have been

computed for two different pairs of P1 and P2. The black

curve refers to P2=0.95 and P1=1.35×10−3, i.e. it gives

the source count rates yielding a 95% probability of ex-

ceeding a 3σ threshold. A more conservative definition

is represented by the red curve, computed for P2=0.99

and P1=3×10−7 (5σ).

The count rate sensitivity curves of Fig. 36 can be

converted in flux units using the conversion factors plot-

ted in Figs. 37 and 38 for different source spectral shapes

and values of absorption.

In Fig. 39 we show the sensitivity of the XGIS in-

strument as a function of exposure time and for sources

Fig. 37 SXI counts to flux conversion rates for a power-
law spectrum as a function of absorption. The lines refer to
different values of the photon index. The left figure refers to
absorbed fluxes and the rigth one to fluxes corrected for the
absorption.

Fig. 38 SXI counts to flux conversion rates for a thermal
plasma spectrum (APEC in XSPEC) as a function of absorp-
tion. The lines refer to different temperatures. The left figure
refers to absorbed fluxes and the rigth one to fluxes corrected
for the absorption.

with power law spectra of different slopes. The plotted

sensitivities are for a single XGIS unit in the fully coded

field of view. Note that, by combining the two units,

an equivalent sensitivity is obtained over a region of

∼60×30 deg2, similar to that of the SXI field of view.
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